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Abstract

Resilience is typically conceptualized as successful adaptation to serious negative life
events. Even relatively mundane stressors, however, require coping. Therefore, we argue
that resilience should reflect managing well with stressors in general. To support the
argument that resilience is relevant for social psychology and that social psychology
can inform our understanding of resilience, we first discuss a program of research that
links prior life adversity exposure to resilience to everyday stressors. We next review a
psychophysiological approach—the biopsychosocial model of challenge/threat—to
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assessing resilience as it occurs and tie this approach to research on coping resources.
Finally, we highlight two central research areas within social psychology—romantic
relationships and stigma and prejudice—for which resilience is highly relevant. This
demonstrates the merits of applying the concept of resilience to a range of stressors
and the potential for experimental social psychology to inform understudied aspects
of resilience.

1. RESILIENCE AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY?

On initial consideration, the concept of resilience may seem to have

little to do with social psychology, much less experimental social psychol-

ogy. This is because existing relevant literature is predominantly focused

on how people manage the sorts of serious, potentially traumatic or life-

changing negative life events or circumstances that can result in significant

maladjustment or psychopathology, such as symptoms of depression or post-

traumatic stress disorder. Resilience is typically defined as some manner of

successful adaptation to such negative events (see Bonanno, 2004; Luthar,

Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000; Rutter, 2006; Silver, 2009). Although some

social psychologists study related phenomena, and some of this work was

published in social psychological outlets, resilience is often the purview of

clinical and developmental psychology and psychiatry. However, psycho-

logical stressors in life—stimuli or situations that have the potential to per-

turb psychological well-being—are not limited to adverse life events, and

even the most mundane stressors require coping. Individuals have a range

of experiences and responses when facing stressors that fall short of poten-

tially traumatic. It thus seems compelling to us that resilience can also be

demonstrated when coping with stressors more broadly. We therefore use

resilience to refer to managing well in the face of stressors, whatever those

stressors may be. As proposed by others (eg, Rutter, 2006, 2007), we con-

ceptualize resilience as a response, not a trait. Although not typical in the

extant resilience literature, our perspective on the relevance of resilience

for stressors in general is not unique (eg, applications to intercultural

exchange students, Demes & Geeraert, 2015, and athletes overcoming

setbacks, Galli & Gonzalez, 2015).

To be clear, we do not mean to suggest that all stressors are interchange-

able, or that responses to everyday stressors—including those experimentally

induced—necessarily generalize to responses to adverse life events. The lim-

itations of making these assumptions have long been recognized in work on
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coping with major adversity (eg, Silver &Wortman, 1980). Instead, the core

ideas underlying our arguments are: (1) resilience can occur for stressors in

general rather than only potentially traumatic ones; (2) studying resilience in

a range of stressor contexts is meaningful; (3) resilience is relevant for a

variety of areas in social psychology beyond research questions directly

focused on coping with adverse life events; and (4) social psychology and

experimental social psychology can contribute to understanding aspects

of resilience. We do not attempt to review comprehensively the resilience

literature, which is substantial in size and beyond our current scope (for re-

views of various perspectives on resilience topics, see Bonanno, Romero, &

Klein, 2015; Kent, Davis, & Reich, 2014; Luthar et al., 2000; Masten, 2001;

Reich, Zautra, & Hall, 2010). Our discussion is focused on a social psycho-

logical perspective on resilience. We begin with the idea that prior exposure

to life adversity has implications for how subsequent stressors—including

everyday ones—are experienced. We transition into how resilience in the

moment can be assessed in laboratory settings using psychophysiological

measures and tie this approach to investigating established coping resources.

Finally, we highlight two areas of inquiry central to social psychology for

which resilience is particularly relevant: romantic relationships and stigma

and prejudice.

2. RESILIENCE FROM ADVERSITY?

One line of research conducted in our laboratory (eg, Seery,

Holman, & Silver, 2010; Seery, Leo, Holman, & Silver, 2010; Seery,

Leo, Lupien, Kondrak, & Almonte, 2013) demonstrates the connection

between serious negative life events and subsequent responses to everyday

stressors. This connection unfolds somewhat gradually over the progression

of the work. The story begins with adversity. The unhappy fact is that life

can be hard. Bad things happen. Serious illness and injury may befall us and

our loved ones. Those we cherish may die. Our marriages may end in

divorce.Wemay witness or suffer abuse at the hands of others. Natural disas-

ters may strike. Most people end up experiencing one or more major neg-

ative events like these at some point in their lives (Bonanno, 2004). People

consider such events to be “bad things” for a very good reason, in that the

events have aversive consequences in a variety of domains. Less obvious is

the connection, well documented in research, between past experience with

adversities and future negative implications for mental health and psycholog-

ical well-being (eg, Edwards, Holden, Felitti, & Anda, 2003; Golding, 1999;
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Kendall-Tackett, Williams, & Finkelhor, 1993; Lucas, 2007). In other

words, not only do negative life events result in negative effects when

and shortly after they occur, but also negative consequences that can

permeate other facets of life for years afterward. In fact, the more incidents

of negative life events that individuals have experienced, the greater is their

incremental risk for future psychological problems (eg, Breslau, Chilcoat,

Kessler, & Davis, 1999; Cabrera, Hoge, Bliese, Castro, & Messer, 2007;

Turner & Lloyd, 1995, 2004).

This paints a grim picture. It is bad enough that bad things happen to

begin with, but an extensive literature seems to suggest a real possibility

for permanent damage as a result. However, there is also reason to believe

that even serious negative life events may have a silver lining in the form of

future protective benefits. Not everyone who experiences adversity also

experiences negative immediate or long-term consequences for their psy-

chological well-being (eg, Bonanno, Moskowitz, Papa, & Folkman,

2005; Bonanno et al., 2002; Wortman & Silver, 1989), but avoiding such

problems does not equate to accruing benefits. Dienstbier’s (1989) theory

of toughness is one perspective that suggests the possibility of deriving

benefits from adversity.

Dienstbier (1989) argued that exposure to stressors can “toughen” the

individual. This quality of toughness is associated with things like greater

emotional stability and a greater general ability to cope well with subsequent

stressors. Critically, not all stressor exposure toughens. Dienstbier suggested

that limited exposure—specifically, intermittent exposure—should do so,

but chronic or continuous stressors should not. This also means that a lack

of stressors fails to foster toughness, in that stressors must be encountered to

begin with in order to build future capacities. Sheltering from stressors may

protect from immediate distress and discomfort, but it is likely impossible to

remain sheltered indefinitely, so it may risk heightened distress when

stressors are eventually encountered. The development of toughness is thus

analogous to the development of physical fitness. Achieving greater physical

fitness requires physical exertion, which taxes bodily systems in the short

term. Intermittent aerobic exercise—exposure followed by adequate inter-

vals for rest and recovery in between—builds greater aerobic capacity. More

exercise, however, is not necessarily better exercise. There comes a point at

which too much exercise exceeds the body’s ability to recuperate, which

impairs physical fitness via such problems as injury and exhaustion. In

sum, both sheltering from all stressors and overexposure to stressors fail to

develop toughness, but exposure to limited stressors should do so.
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Dienstbier (1989) further argued that differential patterns of physiolog-

ical responses to stressors differentiate toughness from lack of toughness,

which provides mechanisms to explain how and why qualities of toughness

emerge to begin with. Because of this detail, Dienstbier’s particular perspec-

tive is appealing, although other researchers have introduced concepts that

share a similar core feature of stressor exposure potentially leaving individ-

uals better able to cope with subsequent stressors, including immunization

(Basoglu et al., 1997), steeling (Rutter, 2006), stress inoculation (Lyons &

Parker, 2007; Meichenbaum, 1993), and thriving (Carver, 1998). The

toughness concept is also intriguing because it holds that toughness gener-

alizes across domains. It makes some intuitive sense that when people expe-

rience, for example, a flood or the hospitalization of a loved one, they learn

knowledge or skills relevant for how to manage that specific situation (eg,

who to call for information, which paperwork needs to be completed). This

knowledge should facilitate better coping for the next flood or hospitaliza-

tion, should it occur, but should not necessarily do the same for an unrelated

stressor, whether a different negative life event or something more mundane

like a job interview or class exam. In contrast, toughness should not be

domain specific. Regardless of exposure to what stressor or combination

of stressors leads to toughness initially, it should carry over into domains both

familiar and novel. Returning to the physical fitness example: Although

exercising by running may build some capabilities specific to running, such

as coordination and strength in certain muscle groups, it also builds core car-

diovascular capacities that translate perfectly well to bicycling, swimming,

climbing stairs, and so on. In other words, even if physically fit runners

had never in their lives encountered stairs before, they would not respond

to climbing from the first to the second floors by running out of breath.

It is notable that Dienstbier (1989, 1992) actually suggested that serious

adverse life events should not contribute to toughening. The stressors he

conceptualized as potentially toughness building were relatively mundane,

including performing mental tasks and exposure to cold temperatures. He

reasoned that serious negative life events should be chronic stressors, their

consequences too lasting and continuous in nature (eg, rumination after

the fact) to provide the necessary intermittent exposure required for tough-

ening. This raises a critical question: What about serious lifetime adversity?

A very high level of exposure to adverse life events seems likely to be over-

whelming in a way that disrupts toughening. But if exposure to no adversity

leaves people more likely to be sheltered from stressors, it should also be less

optimal than exposure to some adversity. In contrast, if Dienstbier’s
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suggestion is accurate, any significant adversity may be too chronic and

hence too much to lead to the benefit of toughening.

An additional perspective that resonates with us because it may clarify the

issue is based on theories of mastery and control in anxiety (Chorpita &

Barlow, 1998; Mineka & Zinbarg, 2006). During development, facing sit-

uations that engender feelings of high mastery and control should facilitate

perceiving subsequent situations—such as stressors—as more controllable.

In contrast, situations that engender lowmastery and control should contrib-

ute to perceiving future situations accordingly, as less controllable. Like

toughness, a tendency to see the possibility for control should benefit

coping.

Also like toughness, it is plausible that experiencing some stressors, rather

than none or a high number, should be most likely to lead to perceptions of

subsequent control. Sheltering from stressors offers little chance to learn that

one is capable of attempting new things, pushing one’s envelope, withstand-

ing having one’s envelope pushed, or otherwise managing difficult circum-

stances. Although none of these experiences guarantees perceiving control,

they provide an opportunity to do so, and their absence would seem to stack

the deck against the possibility. Take, for example, an adverse event like a

loved one being seriously injured. The injury itself is not controllable; it has

already happened and cannot be magically wished away. However, there

may still be an opportunity to control other elements in the situation, such

as making decisions about how to spend one’s time, helping to care for the

loved one, managing insurance paperwork, and so on. Finding the control

that is available and knowing that one was able to actively survive the adverse

event after its immediate effects faded may contribute to a propensity to per-

ceive more control in the face of future stressors. Furthermore, a tendency to

minimize the difficulty of coping with a previously experienced adversity

(Ruttan, McDonnell, & Nordgren, 2015) could also foster a retrospective

sense of mastery and control. Of course, as adverse life events occur, the sit-

uation might not seem to offer much that is controllable. The fundamental

fact that a surprising and unwelcome injury occurred without being able to

stop it or undo it is hard to ignore, which could easily contribute to per-

ceived uncontrollability. Even if there is control to be found when consid-

ering a past adversity, there may be a balance between the positive effect of

perceived controllability that builds over time and the negative effect of per-

ceived uncontrollability that is very present during the stressor. This logic

explains how higher adversity exposure could exert a net negative influence

on general perceptions of control, if the potential positive consequences
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never manage to outpace the lingering or recurring negative ones. In sum,

the development of toughness should overlap with the development of per-

ceived control when considering stressor exposure in general and plausibly

does so for experiencing adverse life events as well. Particularly important for

our purposes, both toughness and control have implications for resilience, in

that they suggest more positive outcomes when coping with stressors.

Some evidence supports that a moderate level of adversity is associated

with better outcomes than not only a high level of adversity but also—

seemingly at odds with research showing a linear relation between more

adversity and worse outcomes—no adversity. Vietnam War veterans with

peripheral exposure to combat exhibited greater improvements in psycho-

logical functioning from before to after military service, relative to no

combat exposure and direct exposure (Schnurr, Rosenberg, & Friedman,

1993). Furthermore, among children, moderate levels of adversity predicted

lower cortisol responses to a laboratory stressor (Gunnar, Frenn, Wewerka,

& Van Ryzin, 2009), which is potentially consistent with the toughened

physiological pattern proposed by Dienstbier (1989). Obviously, life adver-

sities cannot be ethically manipulated in humans, but experimental studies

using nonhuman primates support the toughening-like effects of inter-

mittent stressors (Parker, Buckmaster, Schatzberg, & Lyons, 2004; Parker,

Buckmaster, Sundlass, Schatzberg, & Lyons, 2006). Specifically, when

young squirrel monkeys were periodically isolated from their usual social

group—an experience that young squirrel monkeys respond to with

distress—they subsequently exhibited signs of lower anxiety when exposed

to novel, unrelated stressors than a control group of monkeys who experi-

enced no social separation.

This research suggests that the relation between lifetime adversity history

and outcomes related to coping with stressors should not be a linear one, as

has been assumed and tested in the vast amount of existing work. Instead, it

should be curvilinear: generally in the shape of a U (where higher values

reflect more negative outcomes). This is not meant, incidentally, to suggest

a perfectly symmetrical U-shaped curve, but that there should be a reversal

in the relation moving from a history of zero adversity to some adversity to a

high level of adversity.

2.1 Initial Evidence
Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) first sought to investigate the relation between

lifetime adversity history and various measures of psychological well-being,
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using a sample of 2398 participants drawn from a large and diverse national,

web-enabled panel. Unlike typical Internet surveys, the members of this

panel were not able to volunteer unsolicited. Instead, they were recruited

using traditional probability methods for surveys (which at the time entailed

random-digit dialing telephone sampling). Because surveys were completed

over the Internet, any panel members who did not already have Internet

access at home were provided with the necessary equipment. Members of

this larger panel were then randomly selected to take part in the study.

Respondents provided four waves of data relevant for the current analyses.

First, they reported their history of exposure to adverse life events, which

was the predictor variable of interest. Respondents then reported outcome

measures 6, 12, and 24 months after the initial assessment (1994 provided

longitudinal data). This created a prospective test, in that outcomes were

assessed subsequent to the predictor.

To assess respondents’ history of adversity, Seery, Holman, et al. (2010)

used a checklist of 37 events (Holman, Silver, &Waitzkin, 2000). The mea-

sure included events such as serious injury or illness to oneself or a loved one,

physical assault, divorce, natural disaster, and multiple types of bereavement

(eg, parent’s death). All of the events are likely to be experienced as serious

and negative, although not necessarily traumatic. Respondents endorsed

whether or not each event had ever occurred to them and how many

instances (up to four) of each event they had experienced and their age at

that time. To quantify adversity history, a sum of the total number of

instances that occurred (maximum of 148) was calculated, which was treated

as a continuous variable. This reflects in particular a measure of cumulative

lifetime adversity (Turner & Lloyd, 1995, 2004).

The logic of cumulative lifetime adversity is based on the idea that a sim-

ple sum of the number of experienced events has more desirable properties

than alternative approaches. First, research investigating adversity is often

based on assessing reactions to or a history of a single event (eg, divorce,

combat exposure), but adverse events often co-occur, especially over a life-

time (Dong et al., 2004; Green et al., 2010). This complicates attempts to

isolate the effects of any single past event, in that in reality it occurred in

the context of individuals’ larger history of other adversities. Second,

although it is certainly possible that also measuring event severity could

add meaningful information, doing so effectively is easier said than done.

Asking participants to self-report severity is problematic because it conflates

the “objective” severity of the event with individuals’ response to that event

(Kessler, 1997). An adversity that is reported to be highly severe could thus
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reflect an unknown combination of objective event qualities and distressed

responding to the event. That is, the predictor (severity) overlaps with the

outcome (response). It is also possible for observers (eg, the researchers) to

rate the severity of reported events, but a drawback to this strategy is that not

everyone responds in the same way to the same adversity (Silver &

Wortman, 1980). For example, ruminating about an event could lead its

effects to be experienced as longer lasting and more severe, which would

not be anticipated by an outside coder. Third, evidence suggests that

even seemingly less severe events, such as those that fail to meet accepted

definitions of trauma, are important for predicting onset of psychological

disorders (Lloyd & Turner, 2003) and symptoms (Galea et al., 2008;

Silver, Holman, McIntosh, Poulin, & Gil-Rivas, 2002). Finally, measuring

cumulative adversity works: Incremental increases in the number of past

adversities predict greater psychological problems (Breslau et al., 1999;

Cabrera et al., 2007; Turner & Lloyd, 1995, 2004). Evidence also supports

the advantages of cumulative risk over alternatives (Evans, Li, & Whipple,

2013). This parallel construct entails a similar approach of summing the

number of individuals’ risk factors.

The measure of cumulative lifetime adversity includes more events (37)

than is typical, which is important for the research question investigated by

Seery, Holman, et al. (2010). In much of the existing literature, even when

multiple events have been assessed, it is not unusual to recode the total sum

into categories rather than treat it as a continuous variable. For example, a

measure may ask participants about 10 events, but then totals may be coded

as 0, 1, 2, or 3+. For many measures of different constructs, methodological

choices regarding the total number of items or the exact scoring schememay

have little substantive impact. This is likely true for assessing, say, self-

esteem, or even when testing a linear relation between adversity history

and outcomes. For Seery and colleagues’ work, however, these details are

critically important. Remember that both toughness and control perspec-

tives suggest that there should be a reversal over part of the relation between

adversity history and outcomes, such that a history of some adversity should

predict benefits relative to not only high adversity but also zero adversity. Dif-

ferentiating zero/low from high is relatively easy, but differentiating zero

from low necessitates a fine-grained assessment of subtle gradations between

levels of exposure. The fewer adversities measured, the more likely it is that

the scale will collapse across respondents at zero and low levels. For example,

three different people may report total adversity counts of 0, 1, and 2 on a

37-item measure, but could all register 0 on a 10-item measure. Again,
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comparisons of zero/low to high adversity might not be affected, but the

ability to test differences between zero and low could be eliminated entirely.

In Seery, Holman, et al. (2010), lifetime adversity count ranged from 0 to

71 (M¼7.69, SD¼6.04). There are a few notable pieces of information

related to these numbers. First, a nontrivial portion of the sample—

8.1%—reported having experienced no adverse events. In order to draw

conclusions about histories of zero vs some adversity, it is important that this

part of the distribution be represented by actual observations. Second, as

Seery and colleagues have found to be typical when using this measure in

subsequent studies, extreme adversity totals were present. Even with a large

sample, cases were thinly dispersed at very high values, such that past approx-

imately two SDs above the mean, there were at most a single-digit number

of observations at a given adversity total. Estimates based on these data points

are less reliable than estimates based on data closer to the mean of the dis-

tribution because there are simply less data to support them. To compound

the problem, these sparse data points are also more influential because they

are so far from the mean. This is particularly true when testing nonlinear

relations, including the hypothesized U-shaped pattern. A small number

of observations that exert inordinate influence on the right-hand side of

the potential U can affect the curve that the rest of the data would otherwise

show on the left-hand side, which is of primary interest. Therefore, Seery,

Holman, and Silver performed a natural logarithmic transformation on

adversity total to maintain the rank order of the distribution yet minimize

the influence of extreme scores (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). As described

later, Seery and colleagues have also used other strategies to accomplish the

same end (different strategies are differentially suited to samples of various

sizes), but have found that failing to account for extreme values obscures

the relation observable in scatterplots.

Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) used cumulative lifetime adversity to predict

four outcome variables that reflect various facets of psychological well-

being: (1) a measure of global distress (Brief Symptom Inventory-18;

Derogatis, 2001), which asked about physical, depression, and anxiety

symptoms from the past week; (2) a measure of functional impairment (four

items from the SF-36 Health Survey; Ware & Sherbourne, 1992), which

asked about the extent to which respondents’ physical and emotional health

interfered with their social and work activities; (3) a measure of life satisfac-

tion (Satisfaction with Life Scale; Diener, Emmons, Larsen, &Griffin, 1985),

which unlike the other outcomes was positively valenced and should there-

fore yield an inverse U-shaped pattern; and (4) a measure of posttraumatic
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stress symptoms (PTSD Checklist; Weathers, Litz, Herman, Huska, &

Keane, 1993), which unlike the other outcomes was assessed in reference

to a relatively recent (at the time) specific event, the terror attacks of

9/11/2001. Because even people without direct exposure to this event

experienced psychological symptoms in its aftermath (Silver et al., 2002)

and posttraumatic stress symptoms in response to a past event can be exac-

erbated by recent ones (Classen et al., 2002), the same pattern as for the

other outcomes was expected.

Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) used generalized estimating equations

(GEE) to conduct longitudinal statistical analyses, which aggregated over

all waves of data to generate a single significance test for each predictor.

Cumulative lifetime adversity was first tested as a linear predictor of the

well-being outcomes aggregated over time. Replicating the typical relation

from previous work, a higher number of prior lifetime adversities predicted

significantly worse outcomes (higher global distress, functional impairment,

posttraumatic stress symptoms, lower life satisfaction). Next, the hypo-

thesized U-shaped relations were tested, separately for each outcome. To

account for a curvilinear pattern, a quadratic term (adversity� adversity)

was added to the linear statistical model. These quadratic terms were statis-

tically significant for all outcomes, indicating the presence of a curvilinear

relation. To formally test the nature of this relation, the simple slopes of

the adversity curve at two meaningful points were examined: zero adversity

and “high” adversity, represented by 1 SD above the mean. This is analo-

gous to testing simple slopes within an interaction between two variables

(in this case, adversity essentially interacts with itself ). If the curve was

indeed U-shaped over the observed data, the slope at zero should be neg-

ative for the negatively valenced outcomes (positive for life satisfaction),

such that as adversity total increased from zero, it should predict progres-

sively better outcomes. Furthermore, to complete the other side of the

U, the slope at high adversity should be positive for the negatively valenced

outcomes (negative for life satisfaction), such that as adversity total increased

to high adversity, it should predict progressively worse outcomes. These

simple slopes were significant in the expected directions (see Fig. 1). In

sum, a history of exposure to some adverse life events predicted better psy-

chological well-being over time not only relative to a history of a high num-

ber of adversities but also—critically—relative to a history of no adversities.

Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) also considered potential alternative expla-

nations. First, perhaps any relation between reported adversity history and

psychological well-being simply reflects a response bias, such that the same
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individuals who report poor current well-being are also biased in favor of

remembering more negative life events (eg, Watson & Pennebaker,

1989). Although such bias could explain why more adversity is associated

with worse outcomes, it cannot account for the reversal in this pattern that

was observed between zero and some adversity.

Second, adversity history may be a proxy for demographic characteris-

tics. Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) repeated analyses, adding covariates such as

age, education, ethnicity, gender, and marital status, but results were sub-

stantively unchanged. Age is particularly interesting because it is plausible

that the opportunity for adversity exposure increases with advancing age.

However, adding a quadratic age term (age� age) to the model—paralleling

quadratic adversity—failed to meaningfully affect the findings. Age also

failed to interact significantly with adversity in predicting the outcomes.

Third, perhaps people with no exposure to adversity report relatively

poor psychological well-being not due to adversity history itself but because

they actually avoid seeking out opportunities in life. For example, social iso-

lation could protect from adversity in the form of illness, injury, and death to

loved ones if there are no loved ones to fall ill, suffer injury, or die, but at a

Fig. 1 The relation between cumulative lifetime adversity history and standardized
psychological well-being outcomes. Unlike the other three outcomes, life satisfaction
is positively valenced. On the adversity scale, “0” represents no lifetime adversity and
“High” represents an average high value (M+1 SD). Both points are within the range
of adversity totals reported by respondents. Adapted from Seery, M. D., Holman, E.
A., & Silver, R. C. (2010). Whatever does not kill us: Cumulative lifetime adversity, vulnera-
bility, and resilience. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 99, 1025–1041. http://
dx.doi.org/10.1037/a0021344.
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likely cost to well-being. Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) tested this idea by

comparing respondents with 0 adversity to those with 1 adversity (because

they were as close as possible to 0) and 2–4 adversities (because they tended
to report the best outcomes across measures). Inconsistent with the idea that

zero adversity reflects social isolation or unwillingness to seek out social con-

nections, no differences emerged between groups in marital status, house-

hold size, or extraversion. Furthermore, there were also no differences in

current employment status or openness to experience, suggesting that a hes-

itancy to seek out opportunities in other domains of life also did not explain

differences between respondents with a history of no adversity and others.

Fourth, although Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) found results based on

an adversity count that used all 37 assessed events, it is possible that some

types of events are more important than others in the observed relations.

Therefore, several alternative adversity counts were calculated, including:

excluding events that could reflect “risky” lifestyle choices on the part of

participants (eg, serious injury to oneself ); excluding all bereavement-

related events, which made up 39.5% of all reported adversity instances;

including only bereavement events; including only events that occurred

in childhood (before age 18); and including only events that occurred in

adulthood. As described earlier in the context of the logic of assessing

37 events rather than a smaller number, including fewer events in the total

should make it more difficult to differentiate between zero and some adver-

sity, thereby weakening the original relations. Nonetheless, Seery, Holman,

and Silver found the same pattern of findings across these alternative adver-

sity totals. This is consistent with the idea that total adversity count—rather

than a few events—most meaningfully represents individuals’ adversity

exposure.

2.2 Chasing Resilience
Seery, Holman, et al.’s (2010) findings may be explained in the following

way: Exposure to some prior lifetime adversity built toughness/control,

which in turn developed a propensity for resilience when facing whatever

current stressors respondents encountered in their daily lives between lon-

gitudinal assessments, and this resilient response was reflected in better psy-

chological well-being. This sequence is plausible, but importantly,

individuals differ in terms of the stressors that they currently face. Thus,

two people with the same high level of psychological well-being are not

necessarily demonstrating the same degree of resilience. For someone facing
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stressors that are more severe, high well-being reflects a resilient response,

but for someone facing less severe stressors or a lack of stressors, high well-

being may occur regardless of resilience. Therefore, measuring only well-

being at a specific point in time does not provide enough information to

determine whether resilience is being observed. Conceptualizing resilience

as a response requires knowing to what stressor(s) individuals are responding

at the moment. This is unknown in Seery, Holman, and Silver, in that past

lifetime adversities need not be experienced as current stressors, and current

stressors were not assessed. Although arguably unlikely, it is possible that

respondents with a history of some adversity encountered less severe stressors

during the study than others did, which could leave them with better

outcomes not because they responded with greater resilience, but because

they had less to cope with. Seery and colleagues attempted to further address

this issue in two ways, using the same sample and then a subset of the

longitudinal dataset.

Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) conducted a second set of longitudinal ana-

lyses predicting the four psychological well-being outcomes. These analyses,

however, had a different focus. Rather than testing the relation between

adversity history and outcomes, these analyses tested the extent to which

cumulative lifetime adversity moderated the relation between recent adver-

sity and outcomes. In addition to initially reporting adversities experienced

in their lives up to the first assessment, respondents also reported at the sec-

ond assessment point which of the same list of 37 negative events had hap-

pened to them in the last 6 months only (the time elapsed since the first

assessment). This event count constituted the measure of recent adversity.

Importantly, the original lifetime adversity count was retained, so that no

recent events were included, thus maintaining distinct predictors. Lifetime

and recent adversity totals were significantly positively correlated (r¼0.23),

although the magnitude of this relation was not so strong as to suggest

difficulties interpreting moderation analyses. To maintain a prospective

approach, only the outcomes from the two assessments after measuring

recent adversity were included. Furthermore, analyses for each outcome

variable controlled for the value of that outcome reported at the initial assess-

ment. This was designed to focus on changes in psychological well-being

since that initial assessment, before any recent adversities had occurred.

Before considering lifetime adversity as a moderator, GEE results revea-

led that a higher number of recent adversities predicted significantly

worse outcomes aggregated over time (higher global distress, functional

impairment, posttraumatic stress symptoms, lower life satisfaction). Seery,
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Holman, et al. (2010) then tested whether quadratic lifetime adversity

moderated this relation between recent adversity and outcomes (lifetime

adversity� lifetime adversity� recent adversity). This moderation was sta-

tistically significant for all four outcome variables. To further understand

the nature of the moderated relation, the magnitude of the simple slope

between recent adversity and outcome as a function of lifetime adversity

was tested. In other words, did the overall negative statistical relation bet-

ween recent adversity and outcome become more or less severe depending

on how much prior lifetime adversity people had experienced? As with the

results described earlier, U-shaped patterns (inverse U-shaped for positively

valenced life satisfaction) were hypothesized. Results supported these pre-

dictions: Beginning at a history of zero lifetime adversity, increasing lifetime

adversity was associated with being significantly less negatively affected by

recent adversity (marginally significant for posttraumatic stress); in contrast,

as lifetime adversity total increased to high adversity, it was associated with

being significantly more negatively affected by recent adversity (see Fig. 2).

In sum, a history of some lifetime adversity predicted being the least

negatively affected by recent adversity. This is consistent with resilience,

in that the observed psychological well-being outcomes plausibly differed

as a result of this recent stressor exposure. Specifically, when having recently

experienced an event that generally leads to worse near-term well-being,

a resilient response should be one that shows protection from such negative

outcomes. These results thus provide more direct support for lifetime

adversity history predicting resilience.

To further investigate the relation between adversity history and resil-

ience in a more focused way, Seery, Leo, et al. (2010) conducted separate

analyses on a subset of the respondents described earlier. These analyses

specifically tested how people responded to chronic back pain. Chronic

back pain represents a stressor (and a societal problem) because it can be

not just aversive but also debilitating: In the United States and other

western countries, for example, it is one of the most common reasons

for seeking medical treatment in general and surgery in particular and is

a common source of absenteeism from work and disability (Andersson,

1999). Previous research has demonstrated an association between greater

exposure to lifetime adversity and chronic back pain (Kopec & Sayre,

2005; Linton, 1997, 2002), but given the logic of toughening/control,

Seery, Leo, et al. hypothesized that a history of some lifetime adversity

would be associated with better back-pain-related outcomes than a history

of no adversity or high adversity.
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At least 1 year after reporting their lifetime adversity history (using the

same measure described earlier), 1576 respondents in the survey panel

reported their physical health status, several measures of functional impair-

ment, and several measures of healthcare utilization. Of these respondents,

396 endorsed having a history of chronic back pain, either diagnosed by a

medical doctor or self-diagnosed. This approach to operationalizing back

pain was important, in that it included respondents who failed to seek

medical treatment (ie, the self-diagnosed ones). People who cope particu-

larly well with back pain may be the least likely to seek such treatment,

in which case a sample drawn from a patient population could inadvertently

exclude those most likely to exhibit resilience. Among the subsample of

respondents with a history of chronic back pain, 3.8% reported no lifetime

adverse events. As in the previous analyses, the adversity distribution con-

tained outliers with extremely high adversity totals, so a natural logarithmic

Fig. 2 The relation between cumulative lifetime adversity history and the slope of
recent adverse events on standardized psychological well-being outcomes. Unlike
the other three outcomes, life satisfaction is positively valenced. Plotted values repre-
sent B coefficients (slopes) for the relation between recent adversity and outcome at the
given level of cumulative lifetime adversity, not predicted values of the outcome.
A slope of zero indicates that recent adversity did not predict the outcome, whereas
slopes with greater absolute values (positive or negative) indicate greater change in
the outcome for each unit change in recent adversity. On the adversity scale, “0” rep-
resents no lifetime adversity and “High” an average high value (M+1 SD). Both points
are within the range of adversity totals reported by respondents. Adapted from Seery,
M. D., Holman, E. A., & Silver, R. C. (2010). Whatever does not kill us: Cumulative lifetime
adversity, vulnerability, and resilience. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 99,
1025–1041. http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/a0021344.
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transformation was performed to decrease their influence on the analyses.

The likelihood of having a history of chronic back pain was significantly

associated with higher adversity total (r¼0.19), although the magnitude

of this relation was not so strong as to suggest difficulties interpreting analyses

within the back pain subsample. Two measures of functional impairment

were included: (1) the extent to which respondents reported that their phys-

ical health interfered with their social and work activities (two items from

the SF-36 Health Survey; Ware & Sherbourne, 1992) and (2) their reported

employment status. Respondents were coded as either disabled (reported by

11.87% of the sample) or not disabled, depending on whether they chose

“disabled” from among the nine response options regarding their current

employment status. Five measures of healthcare utilization were also

included: (1) the frequency with which respondents sought physician or

clinic treatment for chronic back pain in particular (using a 0–10 scale rang-
ing from “I don’t go to a doctor anymore for this problem” to “more than

twice a week”; respondents who reported not receiving medical care—

including those who only self-diagnosed—were coded as 0); (2) whether

respondents used prescription pain-killers for chronic back pain in particular

(coded yes/no); (3) whether respondents used over-the-counter pain-killers

for chronic back pain in particular (coded yes/no); (4) whether respondents

were currently seeking physician or clinic treatment for anxiety disorder

(currently seeking treatment at least once per year, coded yes/no); and (5)

whether respondents were currently seeking physician or clinic treatment

for depression (currently seeking treatment at least once per year, coded

yes/no). These last two outcomes are relevant because comorbid anxiety

and depression are prevalent among people with a history of chronic back

pain and have implications for experienced pain, disability, and treatment

efficacy (Linton, 2000).

Using standard regression for continuous outcome measures and logistic

regression for dichotomous outcomes, Seery, Leo, et al. (2010) first tested

for linear relations between lifetime adversity and outcomes. Significant lin-

ear relations emerged for self-rated functional impairment, frequency of

physician/clinic treatment for chronic back pain, seeking treatment for

comorbid depression, and seeking treatment for comorbid anxiety disorder,

such that greater adversity predicted worse outcomes (the relation for pre-

scription pain-killer use was marginally significant, whereas the relations for

over-the-counter pain-killer use and disabled employment status were non-

significant). As in Seery, Holman, et al. (2010), these overall findings repli-

cate the associations between lifetime adversity and a range of outcomes
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observed in previous work. Of course, Seery, Leo, et al. hypothesized that

the story would not be so simple.

Quadratic lifetime adversity terms (adversity� adversity) were added to

these models to test for U-shaped relations. The quadratic term was statis-

tically significant for both measures of impairment (self-rated functional

impairment and disabled employment status) and four of the measures of

healthcare utilization (frequency of physician/clinic treatment for chronic

back pain, prescription pain-killer use, seeking treatment for comorbid

depression, and seeking treatment for comorbid anxiety disorder); no signif-

icant relation emerged for over-the-counter pain-killer use. For all of these

significant quadratic relations except seeking treatment for comorbid anxi-

ety disorder, the U-shaped pattern was statistically significant. Specifically, as

lifetime adversity total increased from no adversity to some adversity, it

predicted significantly lower impairment, lower likelihood of impairment,

less frequent healthcare utilization, and lower likelihood of utilization. In

contrast, as lifetime adversity total increased to high adversity from some

adversity, it predicted significantly greater impairment, greater likelihood

of impairment, more frequent healthcare utilization, and greater likelihood

of utilization. Comorbid anxiety disorder differed from the other outcomes

only in that the slope at no adversity was nonsignificant (essentially, some

adversity did not differ from no adversity).

In sum, among respondents with a history of chronic back pain, some

prior lifetime adversity predicted the lowest impairment and the lowest uti-

lization of healthcare. As with the second set of analyses from Seery,

Holman, et al. (2010) showing that lifetime adversity moderated the statis-

tical effects of recent adversity, these findings regarding chronic back pain

implicate resilience. Chronic back pain represents an important stressor to

which people could respond with more or less resilience. Two measures

of healthcare utilization focused specifically on responding to chronic back

pain: frequency of seeking treatment and use of prescription pain-killers for

back pain in particular. These twomeasures showedU-shaped relations with

adversity that were comparable to most of the other outcomes. This suggests

resilience in that coping better with back pain should lead to less impairment

and less need for healthcare.

2.3 Into the Lab
It is important to note that ambiguity remains regarding the nature of the

current stressor(s) respondents faced, both in the study of back pain and
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the test of moderation of recent life events. Although all respondents in

Seery, Leo, et al. (2010) reported a history of chronic back pain, their current

symptoms of pain were unknown. Back pain was thus a plausible stressor that

they continued to experience, but it was not necessarily present and certainly

need not have been the only current stressor. Also, less severe symptoms

should lead to less impairment and need for treatment, in which case these

positive outcomes would not so much reflect resilience as a less demanding

stressor. As noted earlier, this presents a problem for establishing that resil-

ience is occurring and being measured: If resilience is a response to a stressor,

the clearer the knowledge of the stressor, the stronger the evidence that resil-

ience has been observed. A similar gap exists for the moderation analyses in

Seery, Holman, et al. (2010). Having experienced recent adverse events was

associated with poorer psychological well-being over time, and this relation

was weaker for people with a history of some prior lifetime adversity than for

others, but there was still ample opportunity for other, unaccounted-for fac-

tors to exert influence, including the “objective” severity of the recent

stressor and co-occurrence of relatively mundane stressors that might none-

theless also affect outcomes. Although these two sets of analyses are more

focused in identifying a specific likely stressor than the initial finding in

which adversity directly predicted general outcomes, both leave open the

possibility that adversity history is associated with differential exposure to

current stressors. A difference in such exposure, in turn, introduces ambigu-

ity in interpreting outcomes that might otherwise reflect a resilient response

to stressors.

Even if the reviewed findings do reflect resilience, further ambiguity

exists regarding the source of this resilience. An explanation based on tough-

ness/control following exposure to a moderate amount of adversity over

one’s lifetime is compelling, but reasonable alternatives also exist. For

instance, experiencing some adversity may help to activate social support

networks and develop coping skills, which could facilitate resilient responses

to stressors (eg, Silver &Wortman, 1980). Experiencing the serious illness of

a loved one, for example, could allow the opportunity to find out which

friends and family members can be depended on to provide emotional

and instrumental support and which are less dependable, resulting in a

honed and strengthened social network, as well as the chance to learn skills

both situation specific (eg, how to get information from medical staff and

complete insurance company paperwork) and general (eg, how to more effi-

ciently manage a household in the absence of the ill member). In contrast,

experiencing a higher number of adversities could result in overtaxing one’s
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social network by repeatedly turning to it, and also overwhelming the pro-

cesses of skill acquisition and implementation, leaving both as less reliable

and helpful resources for coping. These explanations could conceivably

account for the findings described thus far, yet do not depend on adversity

exposure building toughness/control. Given the variety of other potentially

resilience-promoting resources available in everyday life—including when

coping with recent adversities and chronic back pain—demonstrating an

intrapersonal propensity for resilience derived from toughness/control in

particular is challenging.

Seery et al. (2013) attempted to further address this issue by turning to the

laboratory. In this work, cumulative lifetime adversity was used to predict

participants’ responses to induced stressors. Consistent with our core argu-

ment, the merits of this approach assume that there are basic resilience pro-

cesses to be found for facing stressors in general, not just major negative life

events. A lab setting entails several advantages for investigating resilience.

First, participants can be exposed to a uniform stressor. Precise experimental

control makes it possible to ensure that all individuals experience the same

stimuli, which is not possible when following people as they go about their

daily lives. As a result, the nature of the targeted stressor can be more pre-

cisely defined than in the field. This facilitates establishing what resilience

should look like in a given context as well as to what extent it has occurred.

Second, responses to the stressor—and hence resilience—can be measured

while the stressor is happening, as well as after exposure has ended. This

allows important insight into the extent to which resilience emerges imme-

diately. Third, in-lab situations can be constructed so as to limit the range of

participants’ possible responses to the induced stressor. This, in turn, limits

the variety of coping resources that can be drawn upon. Skills learned while

managing prior adversity may be largely irrelevant (eg, managing a short-

handed household during a loved one’s illness), so that they have little utility

as a coping resource. Furthermore, making individuals participate alone

eliminates potential social support. The influence of another possible coping

resource can thus be pared away. These factors render alternative explana-

tions from previous research less compelling, but toughness/control could

still contribute to resilient responding.

Seery et al. (2013) first created a lab stressor by inducing physical pain in a

sample of 147 undergraduates (Study 1). Participants completed a nearly

identical measure of cumulative lifetime adversity as in the previous work,

with the exception that they could endorse up to 6 instances of each of the

37 adverse events instead of 4. Total adversity count ranged from 0 to
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19 (M¼4.45, SD¼3.60). As before, a nontrivial portion of the sample

(7.5%) reported a history of no lifetime adversity exposure. Participants also

completed measures of positive and negative affect (Positive and Negative

Affect Schedule; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) and depression

(Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; Radloff, 1977). Pain

was induced specifically by means of a cold pressor task (Keogh,

Hatton, & Ellery, 2000), which entailed asking participants to submerge

their nondominant hand in a vat of ice-cold water for as long as they could

tolerate it. Participants could choose when to withdraw their hand, although

the experimenter capped the procedure at 5 min.

Participants first reported how intense the pain was (sensory pain)

and how unpleasant it was (affective pain). Following previous research

(Ruiz-Aranda, Salguero, & Fernández-Berrocal, 2010), the experimenter

asked a single question for each as soon as participants initially immersed

their hand in the cold water, then every 30 s thereafter for as long as

participants kept their hand submerged. As soon as participants withdrew

their hand, the experimenter asked each question a final time in reference

to participants’ experience of pain immediately before withdrawing their

hand. Participants responded aloud using a 0–10 scale for each answer.

Separate intensity and unpleasantness scores were calculated from the mean

of all participants’ answers each time the question was asked. Participants

next completed a measure of catastrophizing, which refers to a set of neg-

ative cognitions (ie, magnification, rumination, and helplessness) poten-

tially experienced during pain (Sullivan, Bishop, & Pivik, 1995; Sullivan

et al., 2001). Catastrophizing is particularly relevant in a pain context

because greater catastrophizing has been associated with a variety of

pain-related outcomes, including greater self-reported pain (Campbell

et al., 2010; Sullivan et al., 1995), negative affect (Sullivan et al., 1995),

perceived disability (Sullivan, Stanish, Waite, Sullivan, & Tripp, 1998),

and use of pain-killers ( Jacobsen & Butler, 1996). Although catastro-

phizing can also be conceptualized and measured as a dispositional cha-

racteristic, Seery et al. (2013) administered a measure of situational

catastrophizing that specifically focused on individuals’ response to the

current instance of pain, rather than pain in general or past pain (eg,

“I thought that the pain might overwhelm me”; Campbell et al., 2010;

Edwards, Smith, Stonerock, & Haythornthwaite, 2006). Participants

completed the catastrophizing scale after withdrawing their hand from

the ice water. Finally, participants completed the measure of positive

and negative affect for a second time.
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Seery et al. (2013) hypothesized that a history of some lifetime adversity

would be associated with less negative responses to induced pain than a his-

tory of no adversity or high adversity. Six outcome variables were specifi-

cally tested: pain intensity, pain unpleasantness, situational catastrophizing,

positive affect, negative affect, and immersion time. In all standard regression

analyses, depression and gender were included as covariates because both

have been associated with pain and catastrophizing (Keefe et al., 2000).

As in the research discussed earlier, a small number of participants reported

extremely high adversity counts (ie, multiple SDs above the mean). How-

ever, as would be expected in a relatively smaller sample, there were only a

handful of such observations and they were even more sparse than in pre-

vious larger samples. It was thus feasible to adopt a different approach to

managing extreme values that—unlike applying a logarithmic transforma-

tion to adversity—did not change the shape of the adversity distribution.

Specifically, Seery et al. (2013) fit higher-order models that added

a cubic adversity term (adversity� adversity� adversity) to a quadratic

(adversity� adversity) term in the regression model. Just as adding a

quadratic adversity term to a linear adversity model allows a curve

with a single bend rather than a straight line, adding a cubic term to

the quadratic model allows a second bend. Adding a quartic term

(adversity� adversity� adversity� adversity) likewise allows a third bend.

Hypotheses still centered on the U-shaped pattern captured by quadratic

adversity over the majority of the sample, so it was not the case that spe-

cific predictions were made for the shape of a second or third bend to the

modeled curve. Instead, these additional curves provided the opportunity

to account for the small number of extremely high adversity values in the

regression line without obscuring any potential U-shape over the rest of

the data. Otherwise, the extreme values could easily exert undue influence

on the modeled curve not just in their region of the data but also by affect-

ing the curve’s overall shape. The cost to this approach is that any conclu-

sions based on the majority of the sample are qualified as not applying

to extremely high values; however, given that these values were sparsely

represented by actual observations to begin with, this would be an appro-

priate qualification in any case.

For four of the six outcome variables, significant cubic relations emerged

for cumulative lifetime adversity. Specifically, the hypothesized U-shaped

curves were significant over the majority of the sample (ie, at the mean

of adversity), such that a history of some adversity predicted the lowest cat-

astrophizing, ratings of pain intensity and unpleasantness, and negative affect.
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Testing simple slopes of the curve at zero and high adversity (1 SD above the

mean) revealed that a history of some adversity was associated with signif-

icantly less negative responses to pain than a history of no adversity for all

four outcomes, and significantly less negative responses than a history of high

adversity for catastrophizing and negative affect (pain intensity and unpleas-

antness showed nonsignificant trends in the expected direction). Further-

more, for negative affect, controlling for prestressor levels did not change

the significance of the findings, thus providing additional evidence that

adversity predicted negative affect in response to pain in particular, rather

than negative affect in general. These results replicate the patterns observed

in previous work (Seery, Holman, et al., 2010; Seery, Leo, et al., 2010),

consistent with a history of some adversity predicting greater resilience than

both no adversity and high adversity.

The other two outcome variables—positive affect and length of time

participants immersed their hand in the ice water—did not show the same

pattern. Positive affect yielded no significant relations with adversity,

whereas immersion time showed a marginal cubic relation. However, the

expected inverse U-shape did not reach significance. Although a history

of some adversity was associated with marginally longer immersion time

than no adversity, some adversity did not differ from high adversity. In other

words, despite reporting more negative responses to the experience of pain,

participants with a history of high adversity nonetheless kept their hands

immersed for just as long as participants with a history of some adversity.

This result was not expected and so it in particular merits replication before

interpreting, but if reliable, it could suggest that people with high adversity

may differ from others in their decision making in the face of pain (if not

other stressors), or in their likelihood of attempting to exert control over

the situation around them.

Several aspects of this study are notable. Including a measure of depres-

sion as a covariate in analyses—which was conceptually important for pain

outcomes—also addresses the possibility that a response bias accounts for

both recall of adversities and reporting of current negative states (eg,

Watson & Pennebaker, 1989). Any such bias should also contribute to over-

lap with reported symptoms of depression. Much like controlling for pres-

tressor negative affect, controlling for depression bolsters the argument that

the observed relations reflect responses to pain rather than a general associ-

ation between adversity and negative states. In addition, the sample was

drawn from an undergraduate population and thus comprised a narrow

age range. Especially compared to the diverse national samples from
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Seery, Holman, et al. (2010) and Seery, Leo, et al. (2010), this limits the gen-

eralizability of the results, although the same relation between cumulative

adversity and outcomes emerged across studies. However, there are less

obvious benefits to a sample made up of relatively young individuals with

ages within a few years of one another. First, age is no longer a plausible

alternative explanation. Additional analyses on the other datasets did not

support age in this capacity, but in a sample of young adults, all participants

have had comparable chronological opportunity to be exposed to adversity,

leaving little if any meaningful variability in age. Second, relative to older

individuals, more of the adversities experienced by young adults are likely

to have occurred in recent memory. Even events from childhood would

have occurred within a matter of years rather than decades ago. This seems

likely to enhance accurate recall of adversity history.

The results from this study provide the most direct evidence thus far for

resilience as a function of cumulative lifetime adversity history. As described

earlier, when conceptualizing resilience as a response to a stressor, a con-

trolled and uniform laboratory stressor offers important interpretational

advantages. The nature of the stressor is known with a much higher level

of precision than stressors encountered in life outside the laboratory. This

reduces the possibility that an “objectively” less severe stressor experienced

by some individuals mistakenly creates the impression of resilient responses

when in reality there is simply less to respond to. Furthermore, the range of

applicable coping resources is restricted, which is particularly relevant when

focusing on a propensity for resilience derived from toughness/control.

A constrained context also allows clear suggestions regarding what a resilient

response should look like (ie, in Seery et al., 2013, a cold stimulus should be

less painful and distressing). To be clear, the argument is not that people

should respond in the same way to induced laboratory pain as they do to

negative life events, or that there are not other important advantages to

studying responses to such major stressors. Instead, the point is that the basic

processes of resilience should be relevant when facing a range of stressors,

including in the laboratory. In other words, laboratory research has an

important role to play in understanding resilience.

2.4 A Place for Experimentation
The role for laboratory research, and experimentation in particular, is further

highlighted in recently collected data (Kondrak & Seery, 2015). Following

the logic of Seery et al. (2013, Study 1), cumulative lifetime adversity history
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was used to predict responses to a different induction of pain. In this case,

however, the researchers focused not just on replicating the U-shaped pat-

tern, but on whether it was possible to eliminate this pattern with a randomly

assignedmanipulation. Specifically, Kondrak and Seery attempted to manip-

ulate perceptions of control. Perceiving control has been linked to a variety

of beneficial outcomes, including in the context of pain exposure (Geers

et al., 2013). Up until this point, when explaining why a history of some

adversity should predict benefits for coping with stressors, ideas based on

control and toughness have been essentially interchangeable. Now the spe-

cifics of the control explanation are particularly relevant. If experiencing

some adversity leads to greater perceptions of control than experiencing

no adversity or high adversity, then perhaps people with no or high adversity

exposure have a deficit in being able to spontaneously perceive control and

receive its benefits. Manipulating greater perceptions of control should then

be most likely to benefit them rather than people with a history of some

adversity. Kondrak and Seery hypothesized that under conditions of high

perceived control, the demonstrated U-shaped relation between adversity

and pain-related outcomes should flatten, such that some adversity would

no longer confer benefits relative to no and high adversity. Specifically,

Kondrak and Seery expected that individuals with a history of no or high

adversity would express less negative responses to pain under high control

than low control, whereas those with some adversity would not be affected

by condition.

A sample of 242 undergraduates who participated individually first com-

pleted the same measures of cumulative lifetime adversity and depression as

in Seery et al. (2013). Total adversity count ranged from 0 to 24 (M¼4.72,

SD¼3.78). A nontrivial portion of the sample (5.0%) reported a history of

no lifetime adversity exposure. Participants were next introduced to the pain

induction task. They heard that they would take part in a series of perception

trials, in which they would rate various pressure sensations. This pressure

would be generated by the experimenter pressing a small rubber tip into

their arm. The rate and peak of pressure could differ or remain the same from

trial to trial.

After hearing this overview, participants were exposed to the manipula-

tion of perceived control. It was designed to be subtle, merely creating the

illusion of control over some aspects of the subsequent experience by

exerting choice vs not. There were two conditions: experimenter control

and participant control. In both cases, participants were shown three piles

of plain manila envelopes that ostensibly contained different possible variants
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of the perception trials. The envelopes were explained as determining how

many sets of trials participants would complete, the number of trials within

each set, and the “stimulus schedule” for the trials. In the experimenter-

control condition (low perceived control), participants heard that the exper-

imenter would have control over the perception trials that the participant

would experience by randomly selecting one envelope from each pile to

determine the details of the trials. Participants then watched as the experi-

menter did so. In the participant-control condition (high perceived control),

participants heard that they would have control over the trials that they

would experience by having the opportunity to select the envelopes for

themselves, which they then did.

In both conditions, the experimenter opened the selected envelopes,

withdrew a piece of paper, and announced that participants would complete

three sets of five trials. The remaining trial characteristics were not

announced, but in reality all trials were identical. For each trial, the exper-

imenter used an algometer to apply pressure to participants’ nondominant

arm, specifically, a consistent spot on the lower bicep, close to the crook

of the elbow. The algometer had a rubber tip that was pressed into the

arm and a digital display that informed the experimenter how much force

he/she was applying. Experimenters were trained to apply steadily increas-

ing force of 5 N per second over 5 s, stopping at a peak of 25 N. After each

trial, participants reported the intensity and unpleasantness of the pain they

had just experienced on a computer, using the same single-item measures as

in Seery et al. (2013). After each of the three blocks of five trials, participants

completed the same measure of situational catastrophizing as in Seery et al.

For all three dependent variables, the mean of all assessments was used as

the predicted outcome in regression analyses. Comparable to Seery et al.

(2013), regression models were fit with a quartic adversity term (as well

as all lower-order terms) to account for small numbers of extremely high

adversity scores while protecting the curve otherwise dictated by the rest

of the data. As before, gender and depression were controlled for because

of their established relation to pain and catastrophizing. Unlike in previous

work, Kondrak and Seery (2015) needed to account for an interaction

between adversity andmanipulated condition. The researchers reasoned that

the experimenter-control condition would be similar in procedure to a typ-

ical laboratory study, in which the procedures are determined for partici-

pants without their input. Kondrak and Seery thus expected that this

condition would yield the familiar U-shaped curve between cumulative life-

time adversity and situational catastrophizing, pain intensity, and pain
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unpleasantness. In contrast, the expectation in the participant-control con-

dition was that the curve would flatten, such that participants with histories

of no or high adversity would report less negative responses, on par with

participants with some adversity, who in turn would be unaffected by the

manipulation. To test this difference between conditions, a dummy-coded

condition variable and a series of interaction terms were added to the model,

analogous to what would be required for interactions betweenmultiple vari-

ables: quartic adversity�condition, cubic adversity�condition, quadratic

adversity�condition, and linear adversity�condition. The primary interest

among these was the interaction between quartic adversity and condition,

which revealed whether the overall shape of the curve between adversity

and the dependent variables differed significantly between the two condi-

tions. If such an interaction was significant, the focus was on testing for a

quadratic curve at the mean of adversity within each condition, and further

testing the simple effects of condition at both zero and high adversity (1 SD

above the mean).

Results revealed statistically significant highest-order interactions (quar-

tic adversity�condition) for all three dependent variables. Furthermore, for

all three, a significant U-shaped curve emerged at the mean adversity count

within the experimenter-control condition. Consistent with previous work,

a history of some lifetime adversity was associated with the lowest pain

intensity and unpleasantness ratings and the lowest situational cat-

astrophizing. In contrast, there was no such significant U-shaped relation

within the participant-control condition for any of the three dependent vari-

ables. Indeed, the modeled adversity curves were substantively flat lines.

Finally, all of the simple effects of condition at zero and high adversity either

reached or approached significance in the expected direction, whereas the

difference between conditions at the mean of adversity was negligible. In

sum, results supported hypotheses: When provided the opportunity for

greater perceived control by exerting (actually illusory) choice, participants

with zero or high lifetime adversity responded with relative resilience in the

face of pain, much like participants with some lifetime adversity did regard-

less of perceived-control condition.

These results suggest that a propensity to perceive control during stressor

exposure may play a role in differential responses as a function of adversity

history. Consistent with an explanation based on some adversity exposure

promoting the likelihood of perceiving subsequent control, experimentally

heightening perceived control most benefited the individuals who should

otherwise be least likely to find control during a stressor. It is notable that
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the form of control provided by the manipulation had no direct benefit for

allowing participants to alter some aspect of the exposure to painful stimuli as

it occurred (eg, shortening or avoiding some trials or creating a distraction

from the sensation). Hence, rather than having clear implications for actual

management of the stressor once it began, the perceived-control manipula-

tion simply allowed the apparent opportunity to exert some initial choice

in a nonetheless random draw. This in turn suggests that adversity-derived

differences in propensity to perceive control may also be quite subtle and

ultimately need not be directly tied to any “real” opportunity to exert con-

trol. A seemingly minor difference in initially approaching a stressor could

nonetheless color the experience that follows and contribute to resilience vs

lack thereof. Even for stressors that seem largely uncontrollable—which

likely characterizes a variety of lifetime adversities, in that events like

accidents and illnesses cannot be undone after they have happened—a sliver

of perceived control could be critically important.

This is not to argue that a single study conclusively demonstrates any of

these ideas; there is ample room for future research in this domain. A key

broad point is that experimental social psychology can make a valuable con-

tribution to this endeavor. We noted earlier that this program of research

demonstrates the connection between serious negative life events and every-

day stressors. Our perspective is that it further highlights how experimenta-

tion offers potential to illuminate the mechanisms underlying how adversity

exposure affects people as they move forward in life, particularly in terms of

how they respond to subsequent stressors. These recent data from Kondrak

and Seery (2015) are one example. Even more broadly, we believe that

experimental social psychology has great utility for understanding resilience.

A different approach that has been taken in this regard entails a novel tool

for assessing resilience as it occurs: using bodily responses as a measure of

challenge/threat psychological states.

3. A NOVEL MEASURE OF RESILIENCE IN THE MOMENT

The biopsychosocial model of challenge/threat (BPSC/T;

Blascovich, 2008; Blascovich & Tomaka, 1996; Seery, 2011, 2013) applies

to the context ofmotivated performance situations, in which individuals must act

instrumentally to reach goals that are self-relevant or in some way important.

These situations are encountered frequently; they include social interaction,

test taking, public speaking, and competition. Meaningful consequences are

at stake, including everyday experiences such as social acceptance, feelings of
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satisfaction or embarrassment, and monetary gains or losses, as well as more

notable outcomes such as securing or failing to secure romantic partners,

professional accreditation, and job offers. Motivated performance situations

represent stressors because of such meaningful consequences and—given

that active responses are required for goal attainment—because the success

of goal pursuit is uncertain. As will be described later, the BPSC/T provides

both a conceptualization of resilience in this context and a method for its

assessment by measuring cardiovascular responses.

The psychophysiological approach of the BPSC/T entails methodolog-

ical advantages stemming from the fact that individuals’ psychological expe-

rience can be assessed not just during exposure to the stressor but also

without interrupting their attention to the task performance at hand or

requiring self-reflection at all. That is, resilience can be captured in the

moment it occurs, which is difficult to accomplish even in response to an

acute stressor in the laboratory. For example, during the cold water pain

induction used by Seery et al. (2013, Study 1), participants did report ratings

of pain intensity and unpleasantness while their hands were submerged, but

due to constraints on the maximum length of immersion and uncertainty

regarding how long each individual would persist, the other outcome vari-

ables were measured after the pain induction had ended. The brief and dis-

crete nature of the painful stimuli in Kondrak and Seery (2015) meant that

outcomes could only be assessed between trials. Furthermore, when individ-

uals respond to self-report measures, they are forced to focus their attention

on the questions at hand rather than whatever else they would otherwise

attend to. These pain inductions were passive stressors, in that individuals

needed to endure them without the requirement of any active, instrumental

responses. Active stressors—including motivated performance situations—

are likely to be even more sensitive to interruption because conscious

attention should be required to perform needed instrumental responses.

If individuals are delivering a speech to an audience, for example, asking

them to report their experience during the speech would require them to

stop giving the speech in order to consider and respond to the questions,

which could in turn alter their experience. Prospective or retrospective

self-reports are also limited because they need not correspond to experience

during the stressor itself, and the simple act of directed self-reflection could

affect internal experience and thus the outcomes of interest. In addition,

social desirability concerns could lead individuals to, for example, minimize

expressed anxiety regarding a test of ability if anxiety seems rationally

unjustified. In contrast, cardiovascular responses are difficult if not
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impossible to consciously control, which can leave them less susceptible to

such effects (Blascovich, Mendes, & Seery, 2002; Weisbuch, Seery,

Ambady, & Blascovich, 2009), and their measurement requires no conscious

reflection or attention from participants, so individuals are free to focus fully

on responding to the stressor at hand, without interruption.

3.1 BPSC/T: Psychological States
According to the BPSC/T, motivated performance situations lead to the

psychological state of task engagement. Task engagement results from the

same quality that makes motivated performance situations “motivated”:

subjective importance or self-relevance of a goal. This self-relevance can

come from a variety of sources, ranging from tangible consequences like

the potential for monetary reward or loss to less tangible outcomes like

the potential for a sense of satisfaction or embarrassment. A simple desire

to make good impressions or avoid making bad impressions on other

people—including an experimenter—may itself be a powerful source of

self-relevance, given the fundamental importance of belongingness needs

(Baumeister & Leary, 1995). In this way, although tangible rewards and costs

can contribute to task engagement, they are not necessary for it to occur.

Given uncertain performance outcomes, greater self-relevance results in

greater task engagement (see Seery,Weisbuch, & Blascovich, 2009). Impor-

tantly, although active responses are also central to motivated performance

situations, simply because a task is to be performed does not necessarily lead

to engagement in that task (Blascovich,Mendes, Hunter, & Salomon, 1999).

For example, an individual could find negligible self-relevance in a menial

chore or habitual activity (eg, counting coins or washing dishes), thereby

failing to experience task engagement at all, yet nonetheless perform the

task. In other words, task engagement is not synonymous with effort (for

additional discussion, see Seery, 2013). Just as effort can be expended with-

out engaging in the task at hand, task engagement can be present without

any momentary exertion of effort.

Task engagement is a component of and prerequisite for the psycholog-

ical state continuum of challenge/threat. In the absence of a self-relevant

goal and task engagement, challenge/threat also does not occur. Given task

engagement, evaluations of personal resources and situational demands

determine to what extent individuals experience challenge vs threat. Chal-

lenge occurs when resources are evaluated as meeting or exceeding demands,

whereas threat occurs when demands are evaluated as exceeding resources.

Challenge and threat are seemingly discrete labels, but they actually
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represent the two ends of a single, bipolar continuum. Relative differences

in challenge/threat are thus meaningful; in fact, research hypotheses are

framed and tested in terms of such relative differences, as opposed to either

absolute challenge or threat being present or absent. It is thus more useful

to consider the relation between challenge/threat and the evaluations of

resources and demands as follows: relative challenge results from evaluating

relatively high resources and low demands, whereas relative threat results

from evaluating relatively low resources and high demands. Furthermore—

as elaborated later—when predicting influences on resource/demand evalu-

ations and thus challenge/threat, resources and demands are not so much

independent constructs as two sides of the same evaluated coin. Hypotheses

regarding effects on challenge/threat are likely to be most meaningful when

considered in terms of the overall balance of resources vs demands that should

result (eg, higher resources/lower demands), rather than separate influences

on one or the other component.

Both theory and empirical results from a range of research questions sug-

gest that a wide variety of specific influences on resource/demand evalua-

tions exist. Early attempts to categorize these possible influences included

separate lists of factors for resources (eg, skills, knowledge, and abilities)

and demands (eg, danger). However, evaluations relevant for resources

are not necessarily independent from evaluations relevant for demands.

For example, preparing for an exam could increase evaluated resources,

yet also decrease evaluated demands as the studied material comes to seem

less intimidating. Blascovich (2008) proposed a list (not intended to be

exhaustive) of common factors that could influence both resource and

demand evaluations, including psychological and physical safety/danger;

novelty/familiarity; skills, knowledge, and abilities; and required effort.

For each of these bipolar factors, evaluating the motivated performance

situation at one end of the factor’s continuum (eg, safety) should contribute

to high resources and low demands, whereas the other end of the continuum

should contribute to low resources and high demands. This conceptualiza-

tion addresses the interconnections between resources and demands, but

does not explicitly account for the interconnections between the factors

themselves. For example, perceiving oneself as possessing notably greater

skill than an opponent in competition could result in relatively high

evaluated resources and low evaluated demands because it suggests a success-

ful outcome, but at the same time, resources could be tempered and

demands heightened because the high expectations that accompany great

skill mean that falling short of a convincing victory would be embarrassing

(ie, danger).
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We propose an alternative approach to conceptualizing the contributors

to resource/demand evaluations, which merits detailed explanation because

it provides important insight into understanding influences on resilience.

Our approach is based not on listing a large number of categories, but instead

on identifying two core underlying dimensions of evaluation that influence

resources/demands: (1) Likelihood: the evaluated likelihood of success or

likely degree of success in goal pursuit (eg, “Howwell am I able to do this?”);

and (2) Consequences: the evaluated probable consequences of goal pursuit

that follow from whatever level of success or lack thereof that may be

attained (eg, “What might happen because I did this?”). Evaluations of both

likelihood and consequences may occur in anticipation of motivated perfor-

mance, but should be continually reevaluated during performance itself. In

some situations, likelihood evaluations could connote an absolute dichot-

omy between success vs failure, but this should not necessarily be the case.

For example, if a student aspires to score 100% on an exam, a score of 95%

would fail to meet this standard, but would almost certainly be deemedmore

acceptable than a score of 50%. For this reason, the range of degrees of suc-

cess in goal pursuit that seem likely should be important. Greater evaluated

likelihood, in turn, should lead to evaluations of higher resources/lower

demands. Consequences of goal pursuit include the desirable rewards of per-

forming well and the undesirable costs of performing poorly. Notice that

these consequences are the same ones that create self-relevance and lead

to task engagement, the prerequisite of challenge/threat. Now, however,

the valence of the consequences matters. Greater evaluated potential for pos-

itive consequences (ie, rewards and gains) should lead to higher resources/

lower demands, whereas greater potential for negative consequences

(ie, costs and losses) should lead to lower resources/higher demands.

Any proposed influence on resource/demand evaluations and thus

challenge/threat should be accounted for by one of these two core evalua-

tions or their combination. For example, greater familiarity and skills,

knowledge, and abilities seem on their face to have implications for likeli-

hood evaluations (ie, greater success likelihood), whereas greater danger may

have implications for consequences (ie, greater potential for loss). However,

seemingly simple relations can be deceptively complicated. Greater familiar-

ity may not only evoke greater success likelihood but also—at least in some

contexts—lower the potential for positive consequences (ie, new gains).

Returning to the example of being a highly skilled favorite to win a com-

petition, expectations for success and hence likelihood evaluations should be

high, but in the absence of tangible rewards for success (eg, money, a job
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offer, a trophy), there should also be lower potential for intangible positive

consequences. Although a competitor could derive a powerful sense of

accomplishment or satisfaction from defeating a rival of equal or greater skill,

the more inferior the opponent is expected to be, the less sense of accom-

plishment should be derived from it (imagine the tempered joy a parent

likely experiences from winning a game when playing against a young

child). Furthermore, the prospect of losing to an inferior opponent would

be highly embarrassing should it occur (high negative consequences). These

negative consequences should have little influence as long as they seem

highly unlikely to actually occur. For the prohibitive favorite in a compe-

tition, the otherwise disregarded potential negative consequences of an

embarrassing loss should increase in impact to the extent that the inferior

opponent keeps the contest close or even pulls ahead. From the perspective

of the inferior opponent, there may be little to be lost (low negative conse-

quences) from a thoroughly expected decisive loss, but much to be gained

from a surprising victory (high positive consequences). Hence, despite low

likelihood evaluations, resource/demand evaluations may not be as negative

as might seem intuitive, which should also result in lower threat.

Task difficulty, which on its face should affect likelihood evaluations,

should similarly also have implications for consequences. An easy math test

of simple addition, for example, should lead to high performance expecta-

tions for an adult who has long ago mastered basic concepts of computation.

Relative to a more difficult test, this should not only heighten likelihood

evaluations but also decrease the positive consequences of performing well.

Depending on the balance of these influences, individuals taking the test

could experience a lack of task engagement because confirming that one

can perform trivial calculations shows nothing meaningful or diagnostic

about one’s level of ability, leaving negligible positive consequences (espe-

cially in the absence of tangible incentives). A highly difficult test, in con-

trast, should lead not only to lower likelihood evaluations but also to higher

positive consequences. Again, depending on the balance of these two factors

as well as the evaluated negative consequences of performing poorly, indi-

viduals may not necessarily experience relative threat. An additional com-

plication should result from how individuals interpret what it means to

do well on a highly difficult test. Having answered only a small number

of items correctly on an ongoing test may typically seem like failure, but

if individuals view it as normative to not answer any items correctly, then

this could result in high likelihood evaluations. Finally, if a task is so difficult

as to seem impossible or so easy as to seem impossible to fail, the act of goal
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pursuit should have no impact on whether any consequences occur,

whether positive or negative. Divorced from goal pursuit in this way, these

consequences should have little impact on evaluations, which could lead to

lack of task engagement.

The precise nature of the interaction between likelihood and conse-

quences and how they balance when exerting influence in opposite direc-

tions remains to be specified by empirical observation, but it follows that the

greatest challenge should result from evaluations of both high likelihood and

high positive consequences, whereas the greatest threat should result from

evaluations of both low likelihood and high negative consequences. In a

number of studies, manipulations of pre-performance instructions intended

to influence the overall balance of resources/demands (Moore, Vine,

Wilson, & Freeman, 2012; Moore, Wilson, Vine, Coussens, & Freeman,

2013; Tomaka, Blascovich, Kibler, & Ernst, 1997) and manipulations

targeted on specific components (Moore, Vine, Wilson, & Freeman,

2014; Turner, Jones, Sheffield, Barker, & Coffee, 2014) have been

shown to result in the expected cardiovascular challenge/threat differences.

These instructions likely had implications for both likelihood and conse-

quences, such that high likelihood was paired with highlighted positive

consequences and low likelihood was paired with highlighted negative

consequences.

Particularly supportive evidence comes from studies that clearly manip-

ulated consequences. For example, Blascovich et al. (1999) found cardiovas-

cular responses consistent with task engagement (described in the following

section) only when participants performed a familiar vs unfamiliar categori-

zation task in front of an audience. An audience should provide an oppor-

tunity for both positive consequences and negative consequences (ie,

making a good or bad impression), depending on performance quality.

A familiar categorization task, in which the categorization rule had already

been learned, should have led to high evaluated likelihood, whereas an unfa-

miliar categorization task, in which a different rule had been learned earlier,

should have led to low likelihood. Accordingly, participants who completed

the familiar task in front of an audience exhibited relative challenge, whereas

those who completed the unfamiliar task with an audience exhibited relative

threat. Seery et al. (2009) manipulated whether consequences were framed

in terms of gains or losses. Participants completed the same reasoning ability

test across gain, loss, and no-incentive control conditions. In the gain con-

dition, participants heard that they would begin with nothing and gain
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money for each correct answer; in the loss condition, participants heard that

they would begin with money and lose some for each incorrect answer; and

in the control condition, participants heard nothing about an incentive or

gain/loss framing. Participants exhibited higher task engagement in the

incentive conditions than in the control condition, consistent with money

adding consequences beyond those derived from self-evaluation and im-

pressions formed on observers. Importantly, gain framing resulted in rela-

tive challenge and loss framing resulted in relative threat, consistent with

high positive vs negative consequences, respectively. Lupien, Seery, and

Almonte (2012) manipulated both the actual difficulty of a reasoning ability

test and whether the test was described as revealing only exceptionally high

ability or very low ability. Specifically targeting people with unstable high

self-esteem (HSE; described in more detail later), the combination of a

test diagnostic of exceptional ability that was not going well was designed

to create evaluations of high negative consequences and low likelihood

for these individuals, who were hypothesized to be particularly concerned

with being exceptional. Results supported hypotheses: participants with

unstable HSE in this situation exhibited greater threat than others.

The BPSC/T is in part based on Lazarus and colleagues’ work on

appraisal theory (Lazarus, 1991; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Indeed, the

terms “challenge” and “threat” are used in Lazarus’s terminology with a sim-

ilar relatively positive and negative valence, and the basic idea of sensitivity

to something like likelihood and consequences evaluations is also part of the

theory. However, there are important differences between the perspectives.

Lazarus proposed two types of appraisals that determine how individuals

respond to stressors: primary and secondary. Primary appraisals refer to

whether a situation is relevant to one’s well-being, and secondary appraisals

refer to coping resources and options. Lazarus described challenge and threat

as two types of primary appraisals, referring to potential for gain and loss,

respectively. In contrast, in the BPSC/T, challenge/threat is instead the out-

come of an evaluation process and further represents a continuum rather

than discrete appraisals. As described earlier, we further propose that likeli-

hood and consequences are the core evaluations that explain previously

suggested influences on resources/demand evaluations, which determine

challenge/threat. These evaluations combine to predict a specific outcome

in a way that is not part of Lazarus and colleague’s theory. Furthermore,

unique to the BPSC/T, challenge/threat psychological states reliably predict

physiological changes during motivated performance.
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3.2 BPSC/T: Physiological Responses
The physiological component of the BPSC/T is based on Dienstbier’s

(1989) theory of toughness, although with a different focus than the

adversity research discussed earlier. Dienstbier argued that the body prepares

for motivated performance situations with the activation of two physiolog-

ical systems: the sympathetic-adrenomedullary (SAM) and pituitary-

adrenocortical (HPA or PAC) axes. Both types of activationmobilize energy

reserves to facilitate the possibility of action. However, they accomplish this

end in different ways. SAM activation makes possible a response that onsets

quickly and lasts a short time, whereas HPA activation leads to a prolonged

response. This is due to the fact that the products SAM activation releases into

the bloodstream and to target tissues—the catecholamines norepinephrine

and epinephrine—have relatively quick release latencies and a half-life of a

few minutes. In contrast, the end product of HPA activation—cortisol—is

released more slowly and has a much longer half-life of over an hour.

According to Dienstbier, a fast spike of SAM activation with no increase in

HPA activation when facing a stressor is characteristic of toughened

individuals. Dienstbier also linked positive appraisals of the stressor to both

toughness itself and the physiological pattern associated with it. In terms of

the BPSC/T, a toughened response to a motivated performance situation

should result in evaluations of high resources/low demands and the experi-

ence of challenge.

According to the BPSC/T, task engagement results in SAM activation

during a motivated performance situation. Relative to an initial resting state,

this speeds up the rate at which the heart beats (heart rate) and increases the

force with which the heart muscle contracts (ventricular contractility);

the heart beats faster and harder. Because task engagement is common

to the entire challenge/threat continuum, these changes are also part of both

the challenge and threat patterns. Challenge and threat diverge, however,

in their effects on how much blood the heart pumps per minute (cardiac

output) and the net state of dilation vs constriction in the arterial system

(total peripheral resistance). During challenge, SAM activation is thought

to be uninhibited by the early stages of what leads to HPA activation (before

cortisol is released), which leads to the release of epinephrine into the blood-

stream. Epinephrine, in turn, specifically dilates the arteries that deliver

blood to skeletal muscles, such as in the arms and legs, resulting in low total

peripheral resistance (Brownley, Hurwitz, & Schneiderman, 2000; Papillo &

Shapiro, 1990). In combination with the increases in heart rate and ventric-

ular contractility of task engagement, this facilitates high cardiac output,
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much like during aerobic exercise. This is consistent with approach-related

goal pursuit. In contrast, during threat, the release of epinephrine is thought

to be inhibited, which prevents relative dilation in the arteries. This results in

high total peripheral resistance that increases resistance to the flow of blood

and thereby facilitates low cardiac output (Brownley et al., 2000). This is

consistent with elements of both goal pursuit and a vigilance response

(Williams, Barefoot, & Shekelle, 1985), which would be well suited for eval-

uating low resources/high demands and preparing for the possibility of ceas-

ing unproductive or risky goal pursuit (see Seery, 2011, 2013). In sum,

during task engagement, the heart works harder than during rest. During

challenge, the heart also pumps more blood into arteries that have widened

to accommodate the increased flow, whereas during threat, the heart pumps

less blood into narrowed arteries. Challenge therefore results in higher car-

diac output and lower total peripheral resistance than threat, despite equiv-

alent changes in heart rate and ventricular contractility. These four

cardiovascular responses are used to measure task engagement and chal-

lenge/threat.

3.3 The Meaning of Resilience in Motivated Performance
As noted earlier, motivated performance situations are stressors because

meaningful consequences are at stake and goal pursuit outcomes are uncer-

tain. When conceptualizing resilience in terms of successful adaptation in

response to a stressor, cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat have a

clear interpretation in the context of motivated performance. Challenge/

threat responses depend on active performance in order to occur and fur-

thermore are measured during stressor exposure with a preexposure baseline

as a comparison referent, making the relation between the specific stressor

and elicited response clearly identifiable. A more resilient response to moti-

vated performance should entail evaluating higher resources/lower

demands, thus experiencing greater challenge and exhibiting cardiovascular

responses consistent with greater challenge. For example, while making a

presentation at a job interview, resilience should mean experiencing confi-

dence and invigoration rather than anxiety and dread, and approaching

the presentation as an exciting opportunity for career advancement as

opposed to a frightening chance for rejection and embarrassment. Consid-

ering influences on resource/demand evaluations as fundamentally based

on evaluations of likelihood and consequences provides a way to further

understand and specify why resilience should occur.
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It is possible to find some degree of likely success and positive conse-

quences in almost any given motivated performance situation; the question

is to what extent people are able to realize this possibility. For example, a

highly difficult test could still provide an opportunity to perform one’s best

(or outperform others) and derive meaning and satisfaction from it. Even in

the extreme case of a life-threatening situation—such as faced by military

personnel or emergency responders—in which it might seem fitting to

respond with threat because there exists literal physical danger, relying on

training and focusing on what can be accomplished for the task at hand

rather than what could go wrong should foster resilience and relative chal-

lenge. An average person without training might be likely to experience

threat, but that does not mean any situation is inherently threatening.

An important point about challenge as reflecting resilience is that it is a

positively valenced response. Rather than merely an absence of a negative

response, challenge is derived from evaluating a potentially negative,

“stressful” situation positively. Using anxiety and confidence as a parallel,

challenge does not correspond to simply a lack of anxiety, but instead

to the presence of confidence. In contrast, insensitivity to the stressor—

essentially, approaching a motivated performance situation as a nonevent—

should manifest as low task engagement. If meaningful consequences and

uncertain outcomes are what define motivated performance situations as

stressors, then the absence of either element leaves little to respond to or cope

with, thus precluding resilience. Similarly, avoiding a motivated performance

situation altogether could prevent the negative consequences of failure, but

this alone would not entail resilience because resilience requires exposure

to a stressor.

Other plausible measures of resilience during motivated performance,

such as quality of task performance, have less utility than the cardiovascular

measures of challenge/threat. Greater challenge has been generally associ-

ated with better performance, both at the task at hand (eg, Blascovich

et al., 1999; Chalabaev, Major, Cury, & Sarrazin, 2009; Scholl, Moeller,

Scheepers, Nuerk, & Sassenberg, in press; Seery et al., 2013), when antic-

ipating a task that followed immediately (Moore et al., 2012, 2013, 2014;

Turner, Jones, Sheffield, & Cross, 2012, Study 1; Turner et al., 2013;

Vine, Freeman, Moore, Chandra-Ramanan, &Wilson, 2013) or hours later

at a separate session (Turner et al., 2012, Study 2), and prospectively, weeks

or months in advance (Blascovich, Seery, Mugridge, Norris, & Weisbuch,

2004; Seery, Weisbuch, Hetenyi, & Blascovich, 2010). Although per-

forming well is a desirable outcome, it is unlikely to be a clear indicator
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of resilience. For example, a student who experiences intense anxiety and

distress regarding an important exam could nonetheless perform well. Even

if the student’s distress inhibits his or her optimal performance, other influ-

ences on performance could lead that student to outperform others. Like-

wise, a student who responds with resilience to this particular stressor

could nonetheless lack the knowledge of tested material to perform as well

as his or her peers.

Although other commonly assessed physiological changes share the advan-

tage of being possible to measure during stressor exposure, they do not have

the same clear meaning for resilience as total peripheral resistance and cardiac

output. As noted earlier, a lack of change in heart rate and ventricular con-

tractility from preexposure to during the stressor suggests something about

how that potential stressor is interpreted, but not the operation of resilience.

Increases in heart rate and ventricular contractility alone do not specify

challenge/threat or positive/negative valence more generally, and so are

ambiguous in terms of resilience. Physiological responses that are sometimes

treated as indicators of nonspecific “arousal” are similarly limited (eg, blood

pressure; see Seery, 2011). Indeed, the very logic of different increases in car-

diovascular functioning having opposite interpretations (ie, changes in total

peripheral resistance and cardiac output) calls into question the merits of a

nonspecific arousal construct. Higher increases in cortisol—an end product

of HPA activation—are interpreted as reflecting greater distress. For example,

in a meta-analysis, Dickerson and Kemeny (2004) concluded that motivated

performance tasks that were uncontrollable and entailed the potential for

negative evaluation by others elicited the largest cortisol increases. Cortisol

thus has a valence associated with it, but, unlike challenge/threat, lacks a pos-

itive component. Resilience during a stressor should result in low cortisol

responses, but neglecting to interpret that anything meaningful is at stake

(ie, as if no stressor were present) should also result in low cortisol responses;

as noted earlier, without a stressor, there is no opportunity for resilience.

Cortisol alone therefore cannot reliably differentiate resilience from lack of

engagement with a potential stressor.

In sum, the BPSC/T provides a promising perspective for both concep-

tualizing and measuring resilience in the context of motivated performance.

Its advantages include assessing responses during stressor exposure, without

requiring self-reflection or even the interruption of stressor-focused atten-

tion, and the existence of a positively valenced response that is not limited to

simply the absence of a negative response. Of course, the appropriate con-

text is a critical part of the BPSC/T. This means that challenge/threat will
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not be applicable or relevant for all stressors. The BPSC/T is thus not the

definitive tool for studying resilience, but it is a useful tool among others.

3.4 Adversity and Challenge/Threat
One study in particular connects cumulative lifetime adversity and

challenge/threat (Seery et al., 2013, Study 2). Seery et al. again hypothesized

an inverted U-shaped relation (inverted because higher values reflected

more positive rather than more negative responses), such that individuals

with a history of some adversity would exhibit greater resilience to a labo-

ratory stressor than individuals with a history of no or high adversity. In this

case, however, the nature of the stressor differed: Rather than a stressor that

required passive endurance (ie, pain induction), participants were exposed to

a stressor that called for active instrumental responses (ie, a test of an impor-

tant ability). This motivated performance situation allowed assessment of the

cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat while participants completed

the test. If having experienced some prior adversity better prepares individ-

uals to perceive control when facing stressors, this should result in evaluating

higher resources/lower demands (ie, higher evaluated likelihood of goal

pursuit success) and therefore experiencing greater challenge.

A sample of 216 undergraduates who participated individually com-

pleted the same measure of cumulative lifetime adversity as in previous work

(Kondrak & Seery, 2015; Seery et al., 2013, Study 1), although at the end of

the study rather than the beginning to provide evidence that the expected

inverted U-shaped relation did not depend on participants first reflecting on

their experience with adversity. Total adversity count ranged from 0 to

40 (M¼5.35, SD¼5.36). A nontrivial portion of the sample (6.0%)

reported a history of no lifetime adversity exposure. After being attached

to cardiovascular sensors, participants rested quietly for a 5-min baseline

period. Next, participants heard that they would complete an important test

of “nonverbal intelligence” on a computer, which entailed navigating an

obstacle course as quickly and accurately as possible. Two minutes of

challenge/threat data were collected during the task.

As is standard in challenge/threat research, reactivity for cardiovascular

measures was calculated by subtracting the value for the last minute of the

baseline period from the value for each taskminute (see Llabre, Spitzer, Saab,

Ironson, and Schneiderman, 1991, for psychometric justification of change

scores in psychophysiology). Reactivity values were then averaged across the

two task minutes. Next, evidence for task engagement—a component across
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the challenge/threat continuum—was established by confirming that heart

rate and ventricular contractility reactivity were significantly greater than

zero (ie, heart rate and ventricular contractility significantly increased

from baseline to task) for the sample as a whole. This justified testing for

challenge/threat differences. Because total peripheral resistance and cardiac

output should reflect the same underlying physiological activation, their

reactivity values were standardized, total peripheral resistance was reverse

scored, and they were combined into a single index where higher values

reflected greater challenge, thereby maximizing reliability of the measures

(Blascovich et al., 2004; de Wit, Scheepers, & Jehn, 2012; Moore et al.,

2012; Seery et al., 2009; Seery, Weisbuch, et al., 2010).

Comparable to other work (Kondrak & Seery, 2015; Seery et al., 2013,

Study 1), a regression model was fit with a quartic adversity term

(adversity� adversity� adversity� adversity) and all lower-order terms to

account for a small number of extremely high adversity scores. This highest-

order term was statistically significant, as was the hypothesized inverted

U-shaped quadratic relation over the majority of the sample (ie, at the mean

of adversity). Specifically, testing the simple slopes of the curve at zero

and high adversity (1 SD above the mean) revealed that a history of some

adversity was significantly associated with cardiovascular responses consis-

tent with greater challenge, relative to both a history of no adversity and

a history of high adversity.

These findings provide further evidence that cumulative lifetime

adversity is associated with a propensity for resilience. The fact that parallel

findings emerged for cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat as for

self-reported responses to pain (and the other previous outcomes) suggests

several conclusions. First, the relation does not depend on outcomes based

on self-reflection, inconsistent with alternative explanations based on

reporting bias or shared method variance. Second, it supports challenge/

threat as a measure of resilience, in that a demonstrated predictor of resil-

ience functioned similarly for challenge/threat as for other outcomes. Third,

adversity predicted resilience to both passive and active stressors, which

attests to the robustness of the relation across different types of stressors.

4. OTHER TOOLS OF RESILIENCE

In the history of research on resilience, cumulative lifetime adversity

was neither the first nor the last predictor associated with resilient responses.
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The following sections are not meant to be a comprehensive review of

other such predictors, which is beyond the scope of the current work.

Instead, we focus on everyday stressors, and in particular on research that

highlights cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat as an indicator of

resilience, which can be applied in the context of a range of areas of inquiry.

Assessing challenge/threat is not a good fit for every stressor, but the

challenge/threat approach can reveal insight into many research questions,

as illustrated later.

4.1 Self-Esteem
HSE—a positive evaluation of one’s overall self-worth—has been con-

ceptualized as a coping resource (Taylor & Stanton, 2007). If HSE promotes

effective coping, it follows that it should also promote resilience to stressors.

Supportive evidence for this idea comes from a variety of domains, includ-

ing HSE protecting against the development of depression in longitudinal

studies (Orth &Robins, 2013; Sowislo &Orth, 2013) and against emotional

distress following negative laboratory feedback and naturally occurring

negative outcomes (Brown, 2010). However, there is also reason to believe

that, in some situations, HSE can be a force for vulnerability rather than

resilience, depending on how stable vs unstable HSE is.

Self-esteem stability refers to the degree of state fluctuations around a

person’s trait or average level of self-esteem (Kernis, 2005; Kernis &

Waschull, 1995). Unstable HSE hence reflects high trait self-esteem that is

subject to relatively large moment-to-moment variability in state self-

esteem, whereas stableHSE reflects equally high trait self-esteem that is sub-

ject to little moment-to-moment variability. The fluctuations of unstable

self-esteem are thought to derive from viewing everyday events as being

relevant for self-worth, so that the vicissitudes of life are essentially taken

personally (Greenier et al., 1999). Importantly, unstable HSE has been asso-

ciated with greater defensiveness of various forms after negative events than

stable HSE (eg, Kernis, Cornell, Sun, Berry, & Harlow, 1993; Kernis,

Grannemann, & Barclay, 1989; Kernis, Lakey, & Heppner, 2008), which

suggests that unstable HSE should predict lower resilience than stable HSE.

Seery, Blascovich, Weisbuch, and Vick (2004) used cardiovascular mea-

sures of challenge/threat to assess resilience as a function of self-esteem level

and stability in the face of performance feedback. Participants first completed

what was described as an important test of reasoning ability (a version of the

Remote Associates Test; McFarlin & Blascovich, 1984). Each of 12 items

required participants to generate a single word that linked three target words
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together, within a short time limit. The difficulty of this test was manipu-

lated; participants completed a set of either easy or difficult items. The dif-

ficult version was designed to be highly difficult—participants averaged

fewer than 1 item correct out of 12—so that participants would be aware

that they were failing to generate answers at all, much less correct ones. After

the test, the experimenter delivered veridical performance feedback, cast as

good performance in the easy condition or poor performance in the difficult

condition. In this way, participants’ experience during the test matched the

feedback they received from the experimenter. The experimenter next

explained that the first test had been merely practice and that only the results

of a second test would be recorded and further studied by the research team.

Participants then completed a second version of the test, which was always of

moderate difficulty. This was the task of interest, during which challenge/

threat was assessed.

Seery et al. (2004) predicted that individuals with stable vs unstable HSE

would be differentially affected by the experience of prior success vs failure

while completing the second test. Across two studies, results supported

hypotheses: participants with unstable HSE exhibited cardiovascular

responses consistent with relative threat after failure, compared with both

participants with stable HSE after failure and those with unstable HSE after

success. In contrast, people with stable HSE were not significantly affected

by success or failure feedback. Seery et al. argued that people with unstable

HSE possess easily activated self-doubt that remains dormant when things go

well (eg, after experiencing success) but not when things go poorly (eg, after

failure), which in turn should have affected resource/demand evaluations

and thus challenge/threat.

Lupien et al. (2012) further investigated the nature of this self-doubt

among people with unstable HSE. This study’s paradigm was similar, in

that it used an easy vs difficult version of the same test of reasoning ability

as in Seery et al. (2004), but in this case, only responses to a single test

were of interest. An additional manipulation was also introduced that

described the upcoming test in one of two ways. In the success-diagnostic

condition, the test was described as only revealing whether or not partici-

pants had exceptionally high reasoning ability; lower scores were not diag-

nostic of other levels of ability, aside from not being exceptionally high. In

the failure-diagnostic condition, the test was described as only revealing

whether or not participants had especially low reasoning ability. HSE

in general is associated with focusing on the attainment of high levels

of performance, as opposed to avoidance of low levels of performance
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(Baumeister, Tice, & Hutton, 1989; Tice, 1991), and unstable HSE is

thought to reflect desire for validation of positive self-views (Kernis et al.,

2008). Lupien et al. thus reasoned that people with unstable HSE would

be particularly concerned with demonstrating exceptionally high ability.

Consistent with people with HSE in general not expecting failure in an

absolute sense (McFarlin & Blascovich, 1981), those with unstable HSE

should have found it implausible that they would be one of the worst per-

formers in the failure-diagnostic condition. Even during a test that was not

progressing well, if that test could not reveal exceptional status, the self-

doubt of people with unstable HSE should be minimized. Supporting

hypotheses, results revealed that participants with unstable HSE exhibited

greater threat than others only in the success-diagnostic condition, when

the test was also difficult. Lupien et al. argued that the self-doubt of people

with unstable HSE is specifically focused on concern with failing to be

exceptional, and the combination of a situation that put exceptional status

on the line and that was not progressing well activated their self-doubt

and led to the experience of threat.

These findings suggest limits to the relation between HSE and resilience.

In some circumstances, HSE that is unstable prompts concern with self-

views that precludes resilience. Specifically, unstable HSE may lead to a

focus on what can be lost by failing to demonstrate exceptional ability.

Lupien et al. (2012) manipulated test diagnosticity to limit the meaning

of performing well or poorly, but without additional specification, tests typ-

ically should have the potential to reveal both high and low ability, as in

Seery et al. (2004). In terms of evaluations of likelihood and consequences,

people with unstable HSE should be more vulnerable than those with stable

HSE to evaluating high negative consequences of failing to perform well.

When combined with low likelihood evaluations, such as with a difficult

ongoing test or prior failure feedback, this leads to lack of resilience in

the form of threat. More generally, this illustrates the value of careful exper-

imentation in teasing apart contributors to resilient responses to stressors.

4.2 Religious Beliefs
Religion has long been considered a coping resource, in that religious beliefs

can help to make a fundamentally uncertain world seem more ordered and

provide comfort when facing stressors (Durkheim, 1912/1995; James,

1902/1985; Pyszczynski, Solomon, & Greenberg, 2015). To the extent that

they include elements of a desirable afterlife, religious beliefs may be partic-

ularly well suited to promote resilience in response to considering our own
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inevitable mortality, which has the potential to create paralyzing anxiety

(Becker, 1973; Pyszczynski et al., 2015). However, not all religious beliefs

should be equivalently comforting in this context. More generally, reli-

gious belief has been linked to negative coping outcomes, such as when

divine punishment is implicated as the source of misfortune (Lazarus &

Folkman, 1984; Pargament, 1997). This suggests that priming positive

aspects of religious beliefs should result in greater resilience while contem-

plating one’s own mortality than priming negative aspects of religious

beliefs.

Weisbuch-Remington, Mendes, Seery, and Blascovich (2005) used car-

diovascular measures of challenge/threat to investigate the effects of priming

components of religious belief systems. Participants—who had previously

reported being raised Christian—completed what they believed was a

decision-making task, in which they viewed a series of sets of colored tiles

on a computer screen (displayed for 1 s each) and judged whether each set of

tiles contained greater or fewer than 100. In reality, each set of tiles was a

backward mask for one religious-themed image relevant for Christian

beliefs. Each image appeared for only 30 ms before being replaced by the

mask, so that participants were unaware that any religious images had

appeared at all. Image content was manipulated to be either positive or

negative in valence. Positive images included Christ ascending to heaven,

Mother Mary holding the Baby Jesus, and Christ’s healing powers, whereas

negative images included satanic worship, demons, and satanic symbols. Par-

ticipants next heard instructions explaining the topic for a speech that they

would prepare and deliver, either about their own personal mortality and

what they thought would happen when they died, or about going to the

dentist (control condition). After 1 min of speech preparation, challenge/

threat was recorded during delivery of the speech. A second study sought

to replicate and extend the first study by adding two factors to the design:

(1) including participants who reported being raised non-Christian along

with those raised Christian, and (2) including control images that were

matched for color but with their religious content removed along with

the sets of positive and negative images from the first study. In this study,

all participants delivered the speech about their own death.

Results supported hypotheses that image valence would affect challenge/

threat. Christian-raised participants who had been previously briefly

exposed to the positively valenced Christian images exhibited cardiovascular

responses consistent with greater challenge than Christian-raised participants

exposed to the negative images, especially during the speech about death.
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In contrast, Christian-raised participants were not significantly affected by

the control images, suggesting that the religious content of the images rather

than their colors was responsible for the observed difference between pos-

itive and negative images. Participants who were not raised Christian were

not significantly affected by any of the images, suggesting that a background

of exposure to Christian beliefs was necessary for the images to have their

meaning and affect challenge/threat.

The central implication of these findings is that religious beliefs can pro-

mote both higher and lower resilience, depending on what part of the belief

system is salient or activated and whether it portends safety or danger. In this

case, for Christian-raised participants, exposure to positive Christian images

should have led to evaluations of higher resources/lower demands than neg-

ative Christian images while contemplating death. Because the positive

images were reminiscent of heaven and salvation (ie, safety), whereas the

negative images were reminiscent of hell and damnation (ie, danger), it fol-

lows that evaluations of consequences in particular may have been most

influenced by the manipulation. Importantly, these consequences would

not have derived from the act of giving the speech itself, but instead from

the speech topic of one’s own death and participants’ personal afterlife pros-

pects. Blascovich et al. (2004) demonstrated a precedent for the relevance of

speech content (in that case, in differentially predicting subsequent perfor-

mance with challenge/threat). This suggests an important broader point that

influences on challenge/threat responses need not be limited to obvious

aspects of the immediate situation at hand (eg, task difficulty, making a good

or bad impression on an audience), but instead can include a wider range of

factors with seemingly little “objective” role to play. The fact that the reli-

gious imagery in Weisbuch-Remington et al. (2005) was presented outside

of participants’ conscious awareness further implicates the relevance of subtle

influences on challenge/threat. In turn, these indirect and subtle influences

on challenge/threat imply that resilience more broadly is subject to such

influence, which suggests new types of avenues for future resilience research.

4.3 Thinking Differently
The idea that there are benefits to be had from thinking differently about

stressors has a long history in psychology, notably as the basis for cognitive

therapy. For example, individuals may be at risk for depression because

when they have thoughts or feelings suggesting they are without worth,

these feelings are regarded as an accurate reflection of reality. Learning to
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interpret these feelings differently through cognitive therapy—so they are

no longer regarded as accurate reality—may reduce depression risk. Meta-

cognitive awareness refers to considering negative thoughts and feelings as

transitory mental events disconnected from the self, rather than personally

identifying with them as aspects of oneself (eg, having a sense of standing

back from feelings to view them in a wider context vs not). Cognitive ther-

apy increases metacognitive awareness, which predicts lower risk of depres-

sion relapse (Teasdale et al., 2002). In other words, adopting a different

perspective regarding how to interpret one’s own initial responses to a

stressor can influence subsequent responses and—accordingly—should have

implications for resilience.

Similar to metacognitive awareness, Kross, Ayduk, and colleagues (eg,

Kross & Ayduk, 2011; Kross et al., 2014) have investigated self-distancing

in the context of negative experiences. Self-distancing refers to considering

one’s thoughts and feelings from the perspective of an outside observer

rather than as the person experiencing them, as though adopting a third-

person perspective (eg, he, she) vs a first-person one (eg, I). Manipulating

a more distanced perspective has been shown to result in lower distress after

recalling a past experience of deep sadness and depression (Kross & Ayduk,

2008), as well as lower distress and better performance in the face of a social

stressor and more positive self-reported and coded resource/demand

evaluations regarding an upcoming or hypothetical social stressor (Kross

et al., 2014).

In recently collected data, Streamer, Kondrak, Lamarche, Saltsman, and

Seery (2015) used cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat to test the

effects of self-distancing during a stressor. Participants heard instructions that

they would be delivering a speech on why they were qualified for their

dream job, and that a trained evaluator would be monitoring their perfor-

mance through a video system. After preparing an outline of their speech,

participants heard instructions regarding an additional activity that they

would complete before delivering their speech. Modeled after the proce-

dures of Kross et al. (2014), participants received instructions for writing

about their feelings regarding the upcoming speech in one of two ways.

In the low self-distancing condition, participants wrote using first-person

pronouns (eg, “What am I feeling?”), whereas in the high self-distancing

condition, participants referred to themselves using their own name and

non-first-person pronouns (eg, “What is Jane feeling?”), as though they

were writing about another person. Kross et al. demonstrated that this

manipulation creates the expected self-distancing effects. After 3 min of
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writing, participants delivered their speech for 2 min, during which the

cardiovascular responses of interest were assessed.

Streamer et al. (2015) hypothesized challenge/threat differences as a

function of condition, but also tested another possibility regarding task

engagement. Specifically, it is plausible that approaching one’s feelings about

an upcoming stressor from a self-distanced perspective—as though the feel-

ings belonged to another person—makes the stressor and its consequences

also seem less connected to the self. This could lead the stressor to seem less

self-relevant with less at stake, thereby resulting in both the lower distress

observed in previous work and, in this case, lower task engagement than

under low self-distancing. However, the cardiovascular responses consistent

with task engagement did not significantly differ between self-distancing

conditions, and in fact the observed means showed the opposite pattern.

As predicted, participants in the high self-distancing condition exhibited

cardiovascular responses consistent with significantly greater challenge than

those in the low self-distancing condition.

Another example of thinking differently about stressors is reappraisal, spe-

cifically focused on changing interpretations of the meaning of one’s own

responses to stressors. Jamieson, Nock, and Mendes (2012) assigned partici-

pants to one of three conditions: reappraisal, ignore, and a no-intervention

control. In the reappraisal and ignore conditions, participants heard instruc-

tions and read supporting evidence regarding how to approach an upcoming

speech-task stressor. In the reappraisal condition, participants learned that

arousal during stressful situations is not harmful, but instead is functional,

adaptive, and facilitates performing well. In the ignore condition, participants

learned that the best way to minimize nervousness and perform well is

to ignore the source of stress, and were further provided a strategy to do so

during their speech. In the control condition, participants received no such

instructions and instead completed a filler task. Results supported hypotheses:

While delivering their speech, participants in the reappraisal condition

exhibited cardiovascular responses consistent with greater challenge than in

the other two conditions.

In sum, different manipulations that influenced the way in which people

considered their own reactions to upcoming motivated performance

stressors—high self-distance and positive views of arousal—led to resilience

during those stressors. Evidence from Streamer et al. (2015) did not support

that self-distancing in particular resulted in evaluations of less self-relevant

consequences overall, as would be manifested in lower task engagement.

It thus seems plausible that self-distancing could primarily influence
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evaluations of resources/demands via the balance of positive vs negative

consequences evaluations, such as by minimizing what can be lost (eg, mak-

ing fears seem less personally relevant). Reappraisal may exert influence pri-

marily via evaluations of likelihood, such as by emphasizing that goal pursuit

success is possible despite (if not because of ) feelings related to arousal in

response to a stressor. Furthermore, these results complement existing evi-

dence that interventions designed to promote thinking differently about

stressors have beneficial effects, including reduced symptoms of anxiety

and depression and reduced risk of depression relapse following cognitive

therapy (Hofmann & Smits, 2008; Teasdale et al., 2002). To the extent

such outcomes reflect resilience themselves, this suggests a parallel between

challenge/threat and other resilience-related outcomes from different

contexts.

5. DOMAINS OF RESILIENCE

In the following sections, we review selected research that suggests

that the construct of resilience is relevant for well-established domains of

study within experimental social psychology. As earlier, this is not an

exhaustive review, either across or within domains. The discussed research

incorporates cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat as well as other

outcomes that have implications for resilience to a range of everyday

stressors.

5.1 Romantic Relationships
Romantic relationships are typically regarded as a potential coping resource

(eg, Dunkel Schetter & Dolbier, 2011; Feeney & Collins, 2015; Masten &

Wright, 2010; Mikulincer & Shaver, 2014), and the end of relationships

through breakup, divorce, or death has been studied as a stressor (eg,

Bonanno et al., 2005, 2002; Coifman, Bonanno, Ray, & Gross, 2007;

Mikulincer & Shaver, 2014; Sbarra, 2006). However, within an existing

relationship, stressors also occur as a result of elements of or events in that

relationship. Resilience is relevant for understanding individuals’ responses

when not everything in a romantic relationship comes up roses.

The birth of a first child is a seemingly joyous occasion, but the transition

to parenthood also represents a notable stressor. New parents typically expe-

rience new roles and responsibilities, increases in conflict with their partners,

and decreases in marital satisfaction and adjustment (Glade, Bean, & Vira,

2005). Neff and Broady (2011) investigated potential contributors to
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resilient responses to this stressor. Specifically, they focused on the roles of

past experience coping with life stressors and relationship coping skills in

predicting marital adjustment to transitioning to parenthood. Participants

consisted of couples who were followed over the first 4 years of their mar-

riage who also had their first child during this time. Before parenthood, indi-

vidual participants first reported their experience with negative life events

that had occurred early in the marriage and were external to it, so that their

marital relationship was unlikely to have caused the negative events. Next, in

laboratory sessions, couples were observed while they sought support from

one another. Spouses took turns discussing a personal problem or something

about themselves that they wanted to change, with the restriction that the

topic was independent of the marriage, while partners responded however

they saw fit. Trained observers coded the overall positivity of the support-

seeking behaviors that each spouse engaged in while discussing his or her

issue. Observed support-seeking skills were conceptualized as an initial cop-

ing resource for the marital relationship. Later, after the birth of their child,

participants reported to what extent the state of their marriage had improved

or declined since the transition to parenthood. Results revealed no main

effects of exposure to negative life events or support-seeking skills, but

instead an interaction between the two, such that among spouses high in

observed support-seeking skills, greater prior exposure to negative events

predicted better marital adjustment after transitioning to parenthood; neg-

ative event exposure was unrelated to adjustment among spouses low in

support-seeking skills. This suggests that effective initial relationship coping

skills alone were not enough to facilitate resilience in the form of marital

adjustment to a stressor—transitioning to parenthood—known to nega-

tively affect it. Instead, the spouses most likely to report the best adjustment

were both highly skilled and had practice managing other stressors early in

their relationship.

Stressors in a relationship can also take the form of something that intro-

duces doubt about the positive regard that one’s partner has for oneself. Such

relationship threats need not be an obvious or literal threat to end the rela-

tionship (eg, pursuing an alternative partner), but instead can be more subtle,

such as reflecting on a past disappointment in the relationship (Murray,

Holmes, MacDonald, & Ellsworth, 1998). These threats activate risk regu-

lation processes, which refers to how individuals balance the competing

goals of seeking closeness with a relationship partner while also protecting

oneself from the pain of possible rejection (Murray, Holmes, & Collins,

2006). Considering that (1) transient potential doubts in a partner’s regard
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should provide little substantive justification for self-protection via pulling

away from an otherwise dependable partner, and (2) seeking closeness

should offer the opportunity to both enhance a partner’s regard and repair

decrements in it, we find it compelling to conceptualize resilience to rela-

tionship threats as forsaking self-protection in favor of promoting closeness.

This amounts to focusing on the potential for gain (closeness) rather than the

potential for loss (rejection), which parallels the evaluations of consequences

that should lead to relative challenge vs threat, respectively.

Individual differences can influence how people interpret and respond to

relationship threats. Murray and colleagues (Murray, Derrick, Leder, &

Holmes, 2008; Murray et al., 1998; Murray, Rose, Bellavia, Holmes, &

Kusche, 2002) have investigated how self-esteem level relates to risk regu-

lation within a relationship. For example, across three studies, Murray et al.

(2002) manipulated relationship threat in a laboratory setting by inducing

participants in dating relationships to believe that: the aspects of themselves

that they kept hidden from their partner could lead to problems in the rela-

tionship; their partner likely had unspoken complaints about their behavior

or personality that would likely lead to future conflict; or their partner—

who was present—perceived a large number of faults in them. A meta-

analysis across these studies revealed that self-esteem interacted with

condition, such that participants with low self-esteem responded to relation-

ship threat by feeling less accepted by their partner, evaluating their partner

less positively, and feeling less close to their partner, relative to both

participants with HSE under threat and those with low self-esteem in a con-

trol condition. In contrast, consistent with HSE serving as a coping resource

(eg, Taylor & Stanton, 2007), participants withHSE did not report responses

indicative of self-protective distancing in the face of threat. In other work,

HSE has been associated with higher regard for one’s partner after threat

than a control condition (Murray et al., 1998).

An automatic impulse to trust one’s partner more vs less has also been

implicated in affecting responses to relationship threat (Murray et al.,

2011). Reflective trust is based on relatively conscious expectations regard-

ing the comfort and safety of approaching connection with one’s partner,

whereas automatic or impulsive trust is based on relatively nonconscious

associations regarding the partner. When sufficient cognitive resources are

available, reflective trust should guide responses to relationship threat, but

when cognitive resources are limited, reflective processes are disrupted

and impulsive trust should guide responses. Murray, Lupien, and Seery

(2012) tested the relation between impulsive trust and a composite of
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resilience outcomes in the context of relationship threat. Impulsive trust was

measured via an Implicit Associations Test focused on evaluative associations

to participants’ partner (Murray et al., 2011). As an index of individual dif-

ferences in cognitive resources, participants completed ameasure of working

memory capacity (Hofmann, Gschwendner, Friese, Wiers, & Schmitt,

2008). Following Murray et al. (2002), threat was manipulated by leading

participants in dating relationships to believe that their partner found

many faults with them (vs a control condition). Results revealed that the

interaction between impulsive trust, cognitive resources, and condition sig-

nificantly predicted a composite measure of resilience, based on a combina-

tion of cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat exhibited during the

relationship-threat manipulation, challenge/threat during a speech about

future goals that immediately followed the manipulation (which participants

believed their partner was watching), and self-reported expectations regard-

ing their partner’s approval of their speech. Consistent with hypotheses,

among participants low in cognitive resources (ie, working memory

capacity), participants who were also low in impulsive trust exhibited lower

resilience in the relationship-threat condition than in the control condition,

whereas those high in impulsive trust exhibited greater resilience in the

threat condition than in the control condition. This suggests that an

automatic impulse to trust one’s partner can promote resilience in the face

of relationship threat, although only when the availability of cognitive

resources like working memory capacity leaves such automatic impulses

likely to be heeded.

These research examples highlight the relevance of resilience for the

study of romantic relationships, in particular from a social psychological per-

spective. Stressors occur within relationships, and given the centrality and

importance of close relationships in people’s lives (Baumeister & Leary,

1995), how relationship stressors are managed has implications not just

for individuals but also for their partners and others, such as dependent

children. Although adopting a different approach than that of Seery and

colleagues (Seery, Holman, et al., 2010; Seery et al., 2013), Neff and

Broady’s (2011) findings suggest a new domain for the role of past experi-

ence with stressors or adversity in contributing to subsequent resilience.

Murray and colleagues’ (Murray et al., 2012, 2002) results suggest resilience

as reflected in avoiding psychologically pulling away from one’s partner—if

not actively drawing closer—when facing a transient relationship threat. To

the extent this prioritization of closeness goals over self-protection goals

leads to behavior that promotes achieving closeness with one’s partner
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(Murray et al., 2006), resilience in this domain may further be conceptual-

ized in terms of constructive relationship behavior itself.

5.2 Stigma and Prejudice
Members of stigmatized groups are subject to being viewed and treated

unfavorably as a function of their group membership (ie, prejudice and dis-

crimination). Both poor treatment and the anticipation that it could occur

represent stressors, so it follows that the experience of targets of prejudice

and discrimination can be conceptualized from the perspective of coping

with stress (Major & O’Brien, 2005; Major, Quinton, & McCoy, 2002;

Miller & Kaiser, 2001). This suggests that resilience can offer insight into

understanding the experience of stigma.

In recently collected data, Lamarche, Seery, Kondrak, Saltsman, and

Streamer (2015) tested the effects of exposure to benevolent sexism on car-

diovascular challenge/threat responses. Benevolent sexism refers to attitudes

about women that seem positive in tone (eg, women should be cherished)

but nonetheless connote inferiority to men based on fragility, lack of com-

petence, or need of help and protection (Glick & Fiske, 1996). Lamarche

et al. reasoned that if benevolent sexism undercuts women’s own sense of

competence (Dardenne, Dumont, & Bollier, 2007), receiving encouraging

feedback after poor performance should be experienced differently when it

contains elements of benevolent sexism vs when it lacks such elements.

Female participants first completed a highly difficult version of a verbal rea-

soning test (as in the difficult conditions in Lupien et al., 2012; Seery et al.,

2004). After the test, participants heard that the lead researcher in the lab

would review their performance and provide them with feedback to help

them with the next part of the test. The feedback was delivered via recorded

audio of a man’s voice played over an intercom. In both the benevolent-

sexist and nonsexist conditions, the feedback was supportive in that the lead

researcher explained that even though the participant had struggled so far,

the first set of test questions were just practice questions, and he was sure

she would do well on the next set. In the nonsexist condition, the lead

researcher acknowledged that it was “hard to come up with answers during

this type of test,” and elaborated that the participant seemed like “a very

smart person” who would do well as long as she thought “outside the

box.” In contrast, in the benevolent-sexist condition, the lead researcher

noted that it was “hard not to get emotional during this type of test,” and

elaborated that the participant seemed like “a very smart girl” who would
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do well as long as she did not let her “nerves get the best of” her. Participants

then completed a second version of the test, during which the challenge/

threat responses of interest were recorded. As hypothesized, women who

had received encouraging feedback laced with benevolent sexism exhibited

cardiovascular responses consistent with greater threat than women who

received nonsexist encouraging feedback. This highlights the insidious

nature of benevolent sexism: even when surrounded by an authority’s

encouragement, it detracts from resilience to a performance stressor.

After experiencing negative outcomes that may have been caused

by prejudice, an important initial step in confronting and preventing

unfair treatment is to make an attribution to discrimination (Czopp,

Monteith, & Mark, 2006; Major, Quinton, McCoy, & Schmader, 2000).

Among targets of prejudice and discrimination in the United States, Asians

may be particularly unlikely to make attributions to discrimination—

especially in domains that entail performance evaluation—because of

cultural forces that encourage self-criticism (Heine, 2001; Kitayama,

Markus, Matsumoto, & Norasakkunkit, 1997). Seery and Quinton (2015)

investigated the role of self-esteem as a resource that can facilitate making

attributions to discrimination. Participants who reported Asian ethnicity

completed a self-esteem scale before arriving at the laboratory for individual

sessions. They heard that they were taking part in a study of creative

potential, and that they would complete a test of creativity (generating

as many uses as possible for five items; Major, Quinton, & Schmader,

2003) that would be evaluated by a graduate student in creative studies.

A photograph of the evaluator indicated that he was a white man. All

participants received negative written feedback regarding their creative

potential, but additional comments that accompanied the feedback

expressed either feedback only, less-clear cues to the evaluator’s ethnic prej-

udice, or more-clear cues to prejudice. Finally, participants rated the extent

to which they believed their evaluation was due to a number of sources,

including—critically—attributions to discrimination. Results showed a

significant interaction between self-esteem and manipulated condition.

Specifically, participants with low self-esteem reported elevated attributions

to discrimination only with more-clear cues to prejudice, whereas partici-

pants with HSE did so with any cues to prejudice. This is consistent with

HSE leading to a lower required threshold of evidence for attributing

potentially unfair treatment to discrimination. Furthermore, this suggests

that HSE contributes to resilience for Asians in situations where the specter

of discrimination has been raised. HSEmay enable individuals to focus more
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on what can be gained by acknowledging unfair treatment (consistent

with relative challenge) than onwhat can be lost by doing so (consistent with

relative threat).

In sum, an acute instance of prejudice or discrimination represents a

stressor for the target, and resilience outcomes and contributors to resilience

from other areas of inquiry (cardiovascular measures of challenge/threat and

self-esteem, respectively) are also relevant in this context. Similar to the

domain of romantic relationships, it seems feasible to conceptualize resil-

ience in terms of behavior that prioritizes potential gains over potential

losses, such as confronting prejudice or discrimination, which—much like

making attributions to discrimination—can entail both benefits and costs

(eg, Kaiser & Miller, 2004; Lee, Soto, Swim, & Bernstein, 2012).

6. CONCLUSION

Resilience matters, and for a number of reasons, it matters in a broader

sense than is initially apparent. First, stressors abound in life, and most

stressors are of an everyday rather than traumatic variety. Everyday stressors

are nonetheless experienced as highly important and call for some form of

coping. Conceptualizing resilience in terms of managing well in the face

of stressors in general—rather than only in response to potentially traumatic

events or circumstances—offers not only new possibilities for insight into

resilience itself but also into other research questions that on their face have

little to do with traditional approaches to resilience. Second, the connection

between serious adversity and everyday stressors is deeper than a mere par-

allel: Cumulative lifetime adversity exposure predicts resilience in response

to a range of subsequent stressors, including mundane ones. This highlights

the potential for overlap across types of stressors. Third, because resilience

exists not in a vacuum but in response to stressors, resilience takes different

forms depending on what is being responded to. Across outcomes as seem-

ingly disparate as challenge/threat cardiovascular responses and drawing

closer vs pulling away from romantic partners, a wide range of resilient

responses are possible. At its core, however, resilience may reflect a combi-

nation of seeing the potential for control andmeeting one’s goals and finding

potential for gains over losses. Finally, new manifestations of resilience help

to reveal both new predictors of resilience and new contexts for it, which

expand the possibilities for its meaningful study. This expansion further

opens the door for experimentation, thereby affording clear specification

of stressors, outcomes, and their temporal relations, all of which help to
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pinpoint the nature of resilience and its processes. As we hope has become

clear in this chapter, resilience matters for understanding social psychology,

and social psychology can play an important role in helping to understand

resilience.
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